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BDRHoF Roll Of Honour 2006 - 2022
Members of the British Drag Racing Hall of Fame are shown below in order of induction.
1. Allan Herridge*
2. The Phelps Family
3. Phil Evans
4. Dennis Priddle*
5. John Ledster*
6. Tony Densham*
7. Roz Prior
8. Dennis Stone*
9. Clive Skilton
10. Sydney Allard*
11. John Hobbs
12. Nobby Hills
13. Custom Car Magazine
14. Ton Pels*
15. The Page Family
16. The Read Family
17. Brian Johnson*
18. Alan Wigmore*
19. Sammy Miller*
20. John Bennett
21. Dave Grady*
22. Alf Hagon
23. The Murty Family
24. Rune Fjeld
25. Harold Bull
26. Geof Hauser
27. Al O’Connor
28. Peter & Erica Bartlett8*

29. Krister Johansson
30. Peter Crane
31. Terry Gibbs*
32. Brian Sparrow
33. Pete Davies
34. Harlan Thompson
35. Barry Sheavills
36. Dave Lee Travis (DLT)
37. The Brachtvogel Family
38. Tony Murray*
39. Carl Olson
40. Keith & Frances Parker
41. Brian Chapman
42. Russ Carpenter
43. Gerry Belton*
44. John Whitmore
45. Dennis ‘Stormin’ Norman
46. Don Garlits
47. Yvonne Tramm
48. Ken Cooper
49. John Clift
50. Bob Keith*
51. Santa Pod Raceway
52. Rob Loaring
* Indicates member passed away
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53. Paula Marshall*
54. Karsten & Per Andersen
55. John and Lesley Wright
56. Steve Woollatt
57. Lawrie Gatehouse*
58. Pip Higham
59. Stuart Bradbury*
60. The Cookson Family
61. Steve Horn
62. Peter Lantz
63. Team Pegasus
64. Andy Robinson
65. Eurodragster.com
66. Ian Lloyd
67. McCoy Dynamics Team
68. Wild Bunch
69. Anita Mäkelä
70. Jeff Byne
71. Nick Davies
72. Ian King
73. John Price
74. Dave Wilson
75. Pelle Lindelöw & Gunnar Elmqvist
76. National Street Rod Association
77. The Stones Drag Racing Team
78. Jon Morton
79. Mark Flavell
80. Henk Vink*
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At the time of writing the whole BDRHoF team are preparing for our second
Silent Auction of Drag Racing, Hot Rod and Bonneville memorabilia to be held
at Dragstalgia at Santa Pod July 8-10th.
Tony Thacker has done a grand job of
collecting items for us from the States and
we thank him for his sterling work. We also
thank our other donors – Paul Whitehouse’s
painting of BDRHoF member Dennis
Priddle’s Olavi Knuutinen Monza will surely
be the top fund-raising item, or will it be the
John Force signed poster or the No.1
Limited Edition print of Pegasus donated by
Ian Messenger? We have models kindly
donated by the family of the late Kevin
Cresale, Lucas Oil 7707 merchandise from
Geoff Stilwell, a Fuel Jug and goodies from
VP Racing Fuels, a very special blower belt
and jacket from Andy Wilsheer, an
autographed edition of Keith Lee’s new book
John Hobbs and the Age of the Twins, a Venom Rod Clock made by our very
own Syd McDonald and more books, posters, T-shirts and crew shirts, signed
race parts, limited-edition and signed prints – too many items to list them all here
but thank you Anita Mäkelä, Colin Theobald, Kathy Taylor, Phil Cottingham,
Robin Jackson, Jerry Cookson, Tony Smith and Phil Cottingham for the
donations.
We now intend the Auction to be an
annual event. If anyone is having a
clear out, we welcome pre-loved
items that you might feel now is the
time to pass on to another person to
cherish. Please contact me at
lesley@britishdragracinghof.co.uk
as we’re already collecting for next
year’s Auction. We’re happy to
arrange collection. The Auction helps to raise funds which, together with our
sponsorship support, enable us to celebrate our Inductees in some style at the
annual Gala Dinner.

Contents of HoFTalk are the copyright of the
authors and photographers who have given
their generous permission for use in this
publication, and are not to be reproduced
without written prior permission.

So, as always, we’re looking forward to Dragstalgia, now Europe’s premier
Nostalgia Drag Racing event. It’s such an excellent race and a great venue for
crew reunions with an awful lot of bench race banter and memories being
recalled. Can’t wait! See you at the track!
Lesley
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BDRHoF announces 2022 Gala
The directors of the British Drag Racing Hall of Fame are pleased to announce that the annual
Gala Awards Dinner for 2022 will take place on Saturday 12th November. The venue once again
will be the 4-star Oatlands Park Hotel at Weybridge, Surrey. The identities of this year’s new
Members will be revealed during Santa Pod Raceway’s Dragstalgia weekend (8th-10th July), and
this issue of HoFTalk. Their induction into membership will be the centrepiece of the Gala evening
in November.
Table reservations for the Gala (£70 per person) may be arranged via email at
mailto:gala@britishdragracinghof.co.uk or by telephone at 01933 279102. Hotel rooms may be
reserved for the occasion at special rates (£104 single, £124 double, bed & breakfast) by
telephoning the hotel directly at 01932 847242 and quoting the code BDRHoF2022.

New BDRHoF appointments
The directors are delighted to welcome two new appointments to the Hall of
Fame’s management. Santa Pod Raceway commentator Colin Theobald has
agreed to serve as an Adviser specialising in sponsorship and fund-raising
matters. Frank Brachtvogel will add a wealth of motorcycle drag racing
knowledge and experience to the Selection Panel’s annual deliberations over
the selection of new Members.

BDRHoF Benevolent Fund donates to Melbourne
The trustees of the BDRHOF Benevolent Fund are pleased to
announce they have made a donation to Melbourne Raceway to cover
the expenditure on rescue ambulance services and fire engine hire for
their April season opener in 2022.
Trevor Duckworth of Straightliners, organisers of events at Melbourne
Raceway, said "My thanks to the BDRHoF Benevolent Fund, their kind
donation will help us a great deal as we continue to build Melbourne
Raceway. The level of help and commitment in what we are doing is
truly amazing and very humbling. We are obliged to pay for rescue
ambulance services and fire engine hire at a fixed cost for each
meeting and any help to meet these expenses is very welcome."
The BDRHOF Benevolent Fund has been created as a registered
charity no. 1167197 and is run for racers or officials who through injury have fallen on hard times and may be invited to apply for
grants. All money raised goes to supporting these people and drag racing in general by a donation or equipment the trustees feel is
necessary.
Photo credit: Panmanstan (Flickr)

Stuart Bradbury elected to IDRHoF
Way back in October 2021 the Directors of the British Drag Racing Hall of Fame were delighted to announce
that the late Stuart Bradbury, our founding chairman, had been elected to membership of the International
Drag Racing Hall of Fame, based at the Don Garlits Museum of Drag Racing in Ocala, Florida.
‘Stu’ who died in July 2020, had been elected by general acclaim to membership of the British Drag Racing
Hall of Fame in 2017. He becomes one of only five eminent individuals to hold membership of both British and
International Halls of Fame, joining fellow dual members Sydney Allard and Dennis Priddle (UK) and Carl
Olson and Don Garlits himself (USA).
Stu was appointed Chief Starter at Santa Pod Raceway in 1968 and served until the late 1980s. He joined
several colleagues to establish the British Drag Racing Hall of Fame in 2006 and chaired the organisation until
his death.
At the time of the announcement, Stu’s wife and daughter, Bev and Genna, said that they were “bowled over to hear the news of
Stuart’s election into the International Drag Racing Hall of Fame.
“We feel very proud for him, and he would have been thrilled and honoured to receive this accolade. We’re grateful to the Hall of fame
selectors for bestowing this most special honour.”
Stuart’s induction into the International Drag Racing Hall of Fame took place at its annual banquet at the Hilton University Conference
Centre, Gainesville, Florida last March. Stuart’s fellow inductees on the occasion were:Scotty Cannon - IHRA Pro Modified & Funny Car hero
Jack Ewell - hot rodder, drag racer and Bonneville legend
Jack Moss - drag racer and hot rodder
Tim Richards - world champion Crew Chief
Rick Stewart - former NHRA chief starter
Both Bev and Genna, along with fellow BDRHoF Director Robin Jackson, were present at the induction ceremony and you can read
and view photos from this momentous occasion elsewhere in this issue of HoFTalk.
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These are stories about BDRHoF members and associates and what they have been up to recently.
Send your stories and photos to the editor at jerry@britishdragracinghof.co.uk so that we can include them in the next issue.

Big Daddy hits 90
Back in January the Directors of the British Drag Racing Hall of Fame wished distinguished Member and
all-around greatest drag racer of them all, ‘Big Daddy’ Don Garlits a very Happy 90th Birthday.
Having survived a recent severe encounter with Covid, the indefatigable Garlits is resuming his quest to crack
200mph in an electric dragster. After raising the four-wheeled electric mark to 189mph driving his latest Swamp
Rat – number 38 – in 2019, Garlits had to cede the 200mph goal when Steve Huff clocked 201mph in 2020. A
revised Swamp Rat 38b, equipped with a more potent EV drivetrain, is being readied at the Garlits Museum in
Florida.
‘Big Daddy’ is one of just five individuals honoured with membership of both British and International Drag Racing
Halls of Fame, alongside Sydney Allard, Carl Olson and Dennis Priddle. In March BDRHoF’s founding chairman
Stuart Bradbury was inducted posthumously into the International Hall of Fame during its annual banquet at
Gainesville, Florida which you can read about on page 35.

Dos Palmas and Ivo cars sold at Mecum
During the last two weeks of January at Osceola Heritage Park, Kissimmee, Florida, Mecum
Auctions held their annual and largest auction of collectible vehicles. The event has become a
'must see' for the opportunity to view at close quarters some iconic cars from drag racing that may
not have been on public display in recent times. During this year's event the connection between
cars sold and British drag racing was strong as a car from the 1965 Drag Festival and after, and
cars owned by one of the stars of the US Team at the 1964 Drag Festival were sold.
The Dos Palmas car, driven by BDRHoF member Bob Keith and restored after its discovery by
former NASCAR crew chief Ray Evernham and documented on Discovery TV’s ‘Americana’, went for $27,000. Then several of TV Tommy Ivo's
cars from the collection of Jackie and Gary Runyon, his 1976 Dodge Charger Funny car which sold for $66,000, a 1970 front engined Top Fuel
car which raised $77,000, his 1974 Top Fuel Dragster (first recorded over 250mph but this speed later found to be incorrect) going for $93,500,
and the legendary 1981 4 engined, 4WD Buick Wagonmaster for an amazing $297,000 (all including 10% buyers premium).
Other drag vehicles sold were a 1968 Tom Mongoose McEwen Top Fuel dragster ($110,000) and 1969 Dodge Little Red Wagon A100 Exhibition
Wheel Stander. Several of the vehicles sold had been extensively renovated, however they represent earlier golden years of our sport and it was
great to have a chance to see them.
With the auction raising $217m as the largest single car collector auction ever held, future editions of the January Mecum Kissimmee event are a
must-see event if you happen to be in Florida.

VP Racing Fuels continues as exclusive fuel at Santa Pod Raceway
BDRHoF supporter, and regarded the worldwide as the leader in racing and performance fuel products, VP racing
Fuels, Inc. announced recently that it is continuing as the Official Fuel of BDRHoF member Santa Pod Raceway for
2022.
"For well over ten years, VP Racing Fuels has been proud of our association and our growing relationship with Santa
Pod Raceway. Our support of drag racing in the U.K. continues," said Tom Davis, VP’s U.K. & European Business
Development Manager. "With the raceway’s history and its outstanding reputation for racing events, we’re delighted
to be the exclusive fuel and lane prep."
VP’s exclusive Official Fuel arrangement provides a wide array of VP products for pre-order in time for the large
amount of testing and race day events held throughout the year. Race teams can pre-order at santapodshop.com/vp.
VP fuels are also available at the Raceway on the day of each event.
"We are delighted that VP has been our fuel partner for these ten-plus years," added Santa Pod’s CEO, Keith Bartlett. "Together, we are able to
offer the very best race fuel and other world-class automotive products to all of our competitors and visitors."
VP Racing Fuels, Inc. also announced the promotion of Ben Dolan to Vice President of Marketing.
"The VP team takes pride in having star players in every division and at every level," said Alan Cerwick, VP’s President and CEO. "Since joining
the VP team as Director of Marketing in September of 2020, Ben has proven his star power, bringing unique and creative marketing ideas and
leadership qualities that are being applied across all business units. Ben is a VP team player who has earned this promotion with his skills and
strong work ethic."
"My first short sixteen months at VP have been exciting, challenging, and fun," added Dolan. " I am humbled by the timing of this recognition and
pledge to continue doing my part to bring the very best products to our end-users, and the strongest sales and marketing tools to our distributor
and retailer colleagues."
UK and European customers of VP Racing fuels can contact their usual outlet or UK & European Business Development Manager at +44 7376
388916 or href="mailto:tom.davis@vpracingfuels.com.

7707 Land Speed Racer gets gold
BDRHoF supporter Geoff Stilwell, owner/driver of the record-holding 7707 Land Speed Racecar announced two awards garnered
at the recent Grand National Roadster Show, writes BDRHoF Gala compareTony Thacker:
“It has been a tough couple of years for land speed racing,” said Geoff, CEO and MD of Beech Underwriting Agencies, “we were only
able to attend one event last year at El Mirage where we successfully made licensing passes. It was therefore great fun to get the car
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out and be a part of the Mick’s Paint display at this year’s Grand National
Roadster Show held in Pomona, California. “Showing is not like racing, the
winner is subjective, nevertheless, we managed to get first place in the
Unlimited class and received the award for Outstanding Engineering. The latter
accolade is a huge testament to the crew at Mick’s who built and maintain the
car including engine builder John Beck, Donny Cummins, Steve Davies,
Mickey Larson, Pauly Rivera, Robin ‘Silky’ Silk, Tony Thacker and team leader
Mick Jenkins.
7707 is also supported by our UK crew and BDRHoF members Nick Davies,
Rob Loaring and Scott Barnes of ICE Automotive, Ron Hope’s Rat Trap
Racing and CARS Recon Inc., and Mick’s Paint the builder/painter of the car.
Geoff also told us that the 7707 blown fuel roadster was given the honour of
being included on posters and t-shirts for the Southern California Timing
Association's El Mirage meeting held in May. Geoff said "It's a great honour for my team and me. I can't thank the SCTA enough. If anyone wants
to take part in Land Speed events, they make life easier by being so kind and helpful, you just have to ask.
"In August we will be going to Bonneville Salt Flats for Speedweek on 6th/12th August for which Nick, Rob and Scott who will be joined by regulars
Mick, Pauly, Rick Lefever and others. BDRHoF wishes Geoff and the guys good fortune.
Based on a highly modified 1927 Ford Roadster, 7707 is a purpose-built land speed racer that currently holds the A/Blown Fuel Rear-engine
Modified Roadster record at 258.569 mph. 7707 was built entirely at Mick’s Paint, Pomona, CA, and features a 496 ci Brad Anderson-based engine
built by John Beck of Vintage Hot Rod Design & Fabrication, Chico, CA. The 5,000 hp engine features Bill Miller pistons and rods, a Blower Shop
14-71 supercharger and Enderle injector with MSD ignition and Racepak data acquisition. The transmission is a B&J 2-speed and the rear end a
Winters quick-change.

Santa Pod Raceway shutdown area relaid
BDRHoF member Santa Pod Raceway announced in February that work to re-lay the entire shutdown area, from the finish line to the end of the
track would be completed before the start of the 2022 season.
The old shutdown area was a patchwork of many different types of materials, some as old as the original airfield which had understandably
deteriorated with age. The unevenness meant the ride was less than smooth in certain areas, a notorious dip just after the finish line, closely
followed by a rise in the left lane would regularly focus the concentration of racers. The area at the very end was the oldest and therefore contained
many untidy repairs which had to be addressed.
We are pleased to say that from a collaboration with a research group, and a significant investment from Santa Pod, we were able to undertake
extensive works that will see approx. 13,000 square meters of brand new super smooth asphalt laid from end to end. 100m of the 780m shutdown
will be marked out to match road markings found on motorways.
The work was carried out by a specialist contractor with experience in installing high specification jobs across the country. The brief from Santa
Pod was quite simple; smooth, smooth and smoother. The old shutdown showed as having some low spots and some high areas. Essentially, the
high areas have been shaved off and the low points filled in with regulating course to ensure the final top coat of SMA is as smooth as can be.
The ‘wheels in the air’ photos from the shutdown may be a thing of the past, but we feel certain that racers will prefer the smoother ride.

The machine that changed British motorsport
Former Santa Pod Raceway announcer, British Drag Racing & Hot Rod Association chairman and motorport author Brian Taylor has announced
the publication of his book on the pioneering Allard Chrysler dragster and its restoration:
I’m excited to announce that my latest non-fiction book – The Machine that Changed British Motorsport – is to be published by the Bloomsbury,
London- based LR Price Publications. It is the complete story of Sydney Allard’s 1961 Allard Chrysler dragster – owned by the National Motor
Museum, Beaulieu; its concept in the early 1960s, its build, its racing history, its demise and finally its eight year restoration by enthusiasts that
commenced in 2008 and was completed in 2016. With Pink Floyd drummer and classic car enthusiast Nick Mason as the group’s UK Patron and
Project 1320 Chair Traci Hrudka our Patron in the USA, how could the restoration not succeed? Well researched text supported by many historic
photographic images (including some rare early colour photographs), the book is a must for all motorsport and classic car enthusiasts. They can
sit down and relive the story of how British sports car manufacturer,racer and BDRHoF member Sydney Allard built a unique machine that created
a completely new branch of motorsport in the UK and Europe.
Although the 1961 Allard Chrysler dragster is an important part of that exciting story, much of the car’s racing history, or the important role played
by Sydney Allard has still not been documented in detail in a single book, apart from in a one-off detailed report Brian prepared for the National
Motor Museum, Beaulieu; now held in the their library. The dragster was on display at the museum who owned it, but it was far from complete
back in 2007. The sleek body panels hid a multitude of sins– including the absence of an engine.
It truly is a machine that was ‘game-changing’ in British motorsport terms, so Brian decided to form the Allard Chrysler Action Group to restore
the car to working order. The detailed document in the National Motor Museum, Beaulieu library – Restoration of a Legend - is part of the project
which took nearly ten years to complete.
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By its nature that document is very detailed and long, so in 2017 he decided to collate
the information for a separate book. The Machine that changed British Motorsport is that
book. It uses additional historical content gathered during research when preparing
Crazy Horses – much of it previously un-published – and more recent revelations that
have come to light since the car’s complete restoration. Some of the story of the car’s
racing history and its restoration has appeared in a series of on-line news letters that
Brian published to keep people up to date with the project’s progress. Some of the
photos may be slightly grainy. But this is history in the making when the subject matter
is sometimes more important than image quality.
Regarding the restoration process, not often do you get the chance to be part of the restoration team carrying out the work by just reading a book.
But that is what Brian has strived to achieve in Part II of the book. Unless you have funding to employ a specialist restorer, recreating history by
restoration is normally a lonely and secret affair with just the end product a tribute to the work carried out. Brian thought it important to try and
recreate the highs and lows experienced by those involved in the project, and get across the emotional ties of the team to the machine they were
working on and Sydney Allard’s pivotal role in British drag racing.
As the work progressed there were doubts about some of the decisions made with different advice coming from different respected sources. Have
we got it right? If we are wrong how do we get out of it? Unless you experience this sort of journey you will be unaware of the high level of
commitment required to overcome negativity and keep things moving along; commitment that lasted over several years in this case. Commitment
that involved personal costs in finance and time; all for a machine they did not own apart from emotional ownership. Constant focus on the end
game was the secret of success.
In truth and in spirit, involvement in a project such as this is an adventurer. An adventurous journey through time. Hopefully the reader will get a
small taste of this experience and feel the satisfaction derived from treasuring the past by keeping it alive. Enjoy the ride.
Brian told us "Whilst we are awaiting the publishing date and pricing details from the publisher, I will be announcing these in due course on my
www.facebook.com/BrianTaylor354 Facebook page or search The Machine that Changed British Motorsport.”

Rat Trap Racing Announces New Team Member
BDRHoF supporter Ron Hope, owner/driver of the infamous Rat Trap AA/Fuel Altered has
announced that his grandson Michael Hope is to take the wheel of a new Rat Trap Altered, writes
BDRHoF Gala compare Tony Thacker:
“We purchased the PRO 7.0 car ‘Mechanical Bull’ from Ronny Robbins,” said Michael’s father Brian
who can most often be seen driving Rich Guasco’s Pure Hell AA/Fuel Altered when he is not
wrenching on father Ron’s Rat Trap.
“The Keith Black Hemi-powered T-bodied car will be run under the Rat Trap Racing banner,”
continued Brian, “and it will, of course, be painted in Rat Trap style by Jeff Embrey at Embrey’s
Customotive and lettered master striper by Dennis Jones.”
“Ronny’s quickest and fastest times on alcohol were 6.94/199. Not quite the magic 200 but hopefully
with a little time behind the wheel Michael will be hitting the magic numbers.”
22-year-old Michael is no stranger to the dragstrip having been around the family’s numerous racecars, including Rat Trap, since Ron resurrected
the car in 1995. He is currently the clutch man on the Hilton Family Great Expectations II Nostalgia Top Fuel dragster and an all-rounder on Tony
Lombardi’s PRO 7.0 front engine dragster. Prior to these duties he was the clutch assistant on Mike Morrell’s ‘Little City Charger’ nitro Funny Car.
“I’ve been around drag racing and Bonneville cars my whole life,” said Michael who works at the family business Trailer Cabinets/Technocraft in
Mount Pleasant, TN. “Now, it’s my turn to carry on the family tradition of driving an altered and we thought a PRO 7.0 car was a good place to
start. We’ll have the car on display at the Goodguys 16th BASF Nashville Nationals and at the Holley National Hot Rod Reunion but I won’t drive
it until later in the year.”
Rat Trap Racing, Mount Pleasant, TN, is an internationally renowned racing team competing in both land speed and drag racing. Headed by Ron
Hope and his son Brian, the team is a family affair that sees Ron’s wife Dianne, granddaughter Victoria and grandson Michael all taking turns
piloting the racecars along with other family members and friends. In addition, crew chief Brian can often be found behind the wheel of Rich
Guasco’s Pure Hell AA/Fuel Altered. The Rat Trap Racing web site is at www.rattrapracing.com.

Ian's Safety Safari miracle
Many thanks to Santa Pod Racers Club Secretary and BDRHoF selector Ian Marshall for sending his account of a memorable NHRA
Gatornationals when he served with the NHRA Safety Safari who brought the track round in a few hours from a torrential downpour to a record
setting surface as soon as racing commenced.
Gainesville 2022, what a prospect, Pro Stock cars, Factory Stock Showdown, Pro Stock bike, Comp
Eliminator, Top Methanol Dragster and Funny Cars, plus a vast number of nitro cars and sportsman classes,
28 degrees of glorious sunshine...Hold on, someone didn’t get the sunshine memo.
The reality was slightly different, two and a half days straight of what can only be considered monsoon
weather, 15 inches of rain in less than three days, driving to the track Thursday at 6.30am at only 30mph
because you can’t see the road in front of you was not my idea of fun, but having the opportunity to work with
the NHRA again was too good to pass up.
Move forward to Saturday, and following a small tornado passing close bye in the morning, the clouds began
to break and the track prep could begin, however when we all started to clear the water, sadly most of the
rubber went with it. After several hours of clearing water and rubber from the track the prepping process
began, three and half hours later at 3pm the track was now in a go condition. During the cleanup I asked Brad
Hardy (Chief Starter) what the first class on track was going to be, well you can imagine the look when he
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said Factory Stock Showdown, 1500hp on a 9 1/2 inch tyre on a track with 3 and a half hours prep, that’s it, oh
and now it’s getting colder by the minute.
I don’t know how much glue went down, but it was a more than a barrel or two, excepting changing tyres, the
counter rotators didn’t stop for three hours solid, the end result was nothing short of incredible, spectacular,
amazing, the first pair of Factory Stock cars down the track matched the National record, within six pairs the new
ET record had been smashed by 11 hundredths, and the bump spot was way lower than anything seen before.
As the day progressed watching the Crew Chiefs pouring over the race surface, a few concerned looks but in most
cases an attitude of this is what we have let’s make some adjustments and get on with it, continuing, more track
and National records were set, 6.45 Pro Stock car, 6.66 Pro Stock Bike; not records but outstanding, TMFC funny
car in the 5.30’s and the dragsters in the 5.1’s, just amazing.
I have had the pleasure of working with the NHRA guys on many occasions and at a few tracks, but to see this
track turned around in such a short space of time was unbelievable, and I certainly learned a great deal to bring
home going forward, for those Brits and Europeans that were there, an event to remember for many reasons,
congratulations to Stefan, just to qualify in Pro Stock is something to be proud of, the Leanders brothers
continuing to do very well both racing and with their clutch business and Julie Nataas making another final in Top Methanol Dragster.
To finish I would like to thank Phil Evans for organising the visit, From the NHRA Glen Gray, Jeff Conley, Jeff Parker, Lonnie Grim for helping out
with the Comp index stuff, Brad, then Chief Starter, who has now moved on to new things in Vegas, good luck in your new venture, Fuzzy, the
New Chief Starter, Cash and all of the other NHRA staff for making me so welcome, I look forward to working with you all again, in slightly better
weather conditions.
Photos courtesy of Nikki Marshall

Crawford Motorsports' tribute to Dennis

Photo courtesy of Julian Hunt for Eurodragster.com

The Crawford Motorsports VW Sports team managed to put up a reasonably robust defence to their delayed title defence in 2021, finishing
runner-up to eventual champion Rob Creswell, writes Jon Crawford
A brief pause in the racing plans to get married (after three postponements, thanks to Covid) was broken for the VWDRC test day in March 2022.
These test days are invaluable, as with the restricted numbers the only non-mechanical) limit on track time is the driver getting dizzy. Jon managed
26 passes on the day, equivalent to an entire season of competitive runs, and with a couple of changes saw the car and driver back into the 14s.
More importantly, 20 of the runs were all within a tenth of a second, and so the team have a reasonable baseline.
Jon also took the opportunity to refresh the look of the car. We have always had a distinctive brand, both on-track and off, and we certainly didn’t
want to fade into the background this year. Some of you may know that whilst Jon has been racing for a relatively short time, he actually started
attending drag racing in 1979. This callow youth had many heroes in the sport, but one always stood out. BDRHoF member Dennis Priddle
always seemed to be on the outside. A true independent with no particular affiliation or tie to one track or club, he also produced some of the most
awesome cars. When he sadly passed away in 2021, it hit everyone hard. Being someone who knows why rules are made, Jon had to watch so
many funerals over Zoom over the last two years, and it was whilst watching the service for Dennis that an idea was born.

Jon will never be in Funny Car, or Top Fuel, but he loves doing what he does. So, in his small way he wanted to pay tribute to his hero. So, for
2022, the Crawford Motorsports VW Golf will honour the memory of an inspiration. Jeff Glasser (who did the original paint in 1977) has been a
huge help, and likes what we are doing, whilst both Nicola Priddle and Tracey Boden have approved the plan. The scheme may not mean a lot to
many on the banking, but hopefully, “those who know, will know”.
We are running entirely out of Jon’s pocket this year, and hopefully we can repeat what we did in 2019 by using prize money to fund the next event.
Like everyone, we are always looking for marketing partners. However, we are looking for smaller deals so that we can protect the integrity of the
tribute. If you are interested drop him a line via the Crawford Motorsports www.facebook.com/CrawfordMotorsports Facebook page.

Helander inducted into SVDA Hall of Fame

Photos courtesy of Dick Parnham & SVDA

We would like to take this opportunity to congratulate former Swedish Pro Comp, Top Methanol and Nitro Funny Car racer and team owner Leif
Helander who was recently inducted into the Scandinavian Vintage
Dragrace Association Hall of Fame. Leif now joins fellow inductees Anders
Lantz & Tony Jönsson (2020), Bengt Stafberg & Örjan Molin (2019) and
photo journalist Bo Bertilsson who was the very first inductee in 2018.
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Anita retires from FIA career
Top Fuel racer and BDRHoF member Anita Makela; has announced she will be winding down
her Top Fuel career by limiting her appearances to exhibition passes in the future and making no
on-track appearances in 2022:
"I don´t race this season. I might do a race or a show run sometimes, but not this year. No more
full FIA tour.
"It is almost 1000 days since our last race at Santa Pod 2019. We won the race and as well the
FIA European Championship Top Fuel. The best possible memories.
"There is no FIA Round for us in Finland this year and it is harder and more expensive to get to
England. And Micke Kågered won´t be there. The world is not the same any more.
"We have a very competitive car and there are different options, what to do with it. Alternative
driver is one. Let´s see, how everything will work out, but I do wish to see you all one day. I already miss you."
Anita's career started in 1987 after discovering the sport on a trip to Ohio. She first ran a Competition Eliminator dragster which she brought to the
UK in September that year, unfortunately writing it off at the Santa Pod World Finals. Undeterred, she rebuilt, won the FHRA championship twice
and then moved up to Top Methanol Dragster in 1990. Two European TMD championships followed.
Then 1996 after meeting husband Tommi Haapanen it was Tommi who took on the driving of their Top Fuel Dragster as the pair started a family
with the birth of Hanna and Heikki. In 1998 she made her Top Fuel debut and after a year with Tommi back in the cockpit in 1999, she returned
in 2000 and won the FIA Championship. More breaks ensued in 2002 and 2004-5 with the growing family and Tommi took over driving between
2006 and 2008. Anita returned to the driving seat in 2009 and the team continued for another decade at the top of the tree, winning the FIA Top
Fuel title in 2016, 2018 and 2019.
We wish Anita all the best for the future, she has been a fantastic ambassador for the sport and worthy of her membership of the British Drag
Racing Hall of Fame. Alternative drivers for one of the quickest cars in Europe, please form an orderly queue.

Neil Midgley straight into the 5’s
UK Top Fuel Bike rider Neil Midgley took full advantage of the enhancements
made to his new ride previously owned by BDRHoF member Ian King and latterly
Filippos Papafilippou in the very first event under his ownership by not only
running a five second quarter mile ET but also setting an astounding new 60ft
world record at the same time.<br><br>
The Puma Engineering constructed machine now operated under the King Racing
& Cannon Motorsports collaboration exceeded expectations following significant
changes to the fuel system and an all-new manifold assembly over the preceding
months prior to receipt by the new owner.
In qualifications team plans were for Midgley to launch only for the first run for
which he duly obliged then a short 330ft run for which he recorded a strong 0.9867
60ft and 3.7895 @ 201.55 mph 1/8th mile. However he was already experiencing
some difficulty in handling the machine due to seating and footrest positions
(designed around original owner Ian King) and some temporary footrest plates were fabricated to assist in helping him lay down lower on the run.
On his third pass Midgley launched hard, in fact to a world record 60ft from a standing of 0.9657 seconds and a 3.753 secs @ 211.54 mph on the
1/8th mile before rolling off at only 4.5 seconds and coasting over the line at an astounding 5.8656 secs @ only 200.63 mph. In doing so Neil
became only the second British rider to run a 5 second pass and the third to do so on the same bike.
Unfortunately the minor footrest changes were not enough, and his control was still compromised on that run requiring Midgely to apply a deft kick
to keep off the wall at the top end and so the team decided to end running the bike until more substantial seating changes could be made in the
workshop in time for the next race.
A few weeks later Midgley took the next step in his developing career by winning the Springspeed Nationals with a solid win at the lates round of
ACU UK Championship event at Santa Pod.
Following modifications to his seating position to improve his overall control and stability since the last meeting the Colchester based rider made
solid progress despite a weather affected qualifying session. Midgley
finished qualifications in second place behind Top Fuel Bike veteran
and BDRHoF member Steve Woollatt and faced third qualifier Al Smith
on the unique PBR Rocket machine in round one. Unfortunately for the
Nottingham rider, Smith encountered some traction issues but he would
need to have broken into the fives to overcome Midgley’s strong but
early shut off 5.9202 secs at only 199.75 mph.
The final was effectively the veteran versus the newcomer, but Midgley
left hard and first whilst Woollatt was off the throttle as he saw his
opponent rapidly disappearing into the distance before rolling off unopposed. A first event win on the multi championship winning machine for
Midgley and the combined team of Mike Vickers, Ian Carruthers, Martin
Brookman, Marius van der Zijden and Team Principals Ian King and
Chris Hannam bodes well for the future.
Photo credits: Jon Spoard [UKDRN.co.uk] & Pudgey’s Pictures
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Puma Engineering customer's world record
Thanks to Puma Engineering owner and BDRHoF member Ian King for highlighting his
company's role in a much-feted record set at the weekend at last weekend's NHRA NAtional event.
Puma Engineering, manufacturer of the worlds quickest and fastest motorcycle engines,
congratulates Larry “Spiderman” McBride and his team for delivering the fastest motorcycle pass
in drag racing history on Saturday at Virginia Motorsports Park during the weekend’s Virginia
NHRA Nationals.
McBride’s amazing terminal speed of 268.38 mph was the fastest pass in wheel driven history,
eclipsing his previous record of 265.95 mph set in 2021. McBride also ran a 5.61 second ET on
the run during a Top Fuel Motorcycle exhibition at the NHRA Camping World Drag Racing Series
event in Virginia.
McBride’s record pass alongside another standout Top Fuel rider and fellow Puma customer David Vantine made a huge impression at event,
showing the large crowd what they have rarely seen, the quickest and fastest motorcycles on the planet. Their impressive side by side run has
also turned into a spectacular hit online, already attracting more than 1.5 million views across NHRA’s social media channels in less than 48 hours.

Sheavills & Carter at SPR for record anniversary

In a live start line interview on Saturday former Top Fuel racer and SPR commentator Darryl Bradford asked Barry about his thoughts on that
monumental occasion.
“Obviously when your a Top Fuel driver one of the main aims is to be the first tor run 300 mph in Europe. I was lucky
enough to be in the States to see Kenny Bernstein run the first 300 over there 10 years earlier.” Barry recalled. “Both
Andy and myself had been very close running 297s and 298s. But it was a little bit of fate really because when we were
lined up in the pairing lanes I wasn’t actually going to be running Andy. Word went round both ourselves and their crew
were defiantly on it for 300 but for some reason Andy pulled round and then they pulled me round next to him which
was great otherwise I wouldn’t have been the first because Andy was down to run before me. He’s not happy about it
and still 20 years later still isn’t happy about it. Everything was good. It felt good. I knew they were going to go for it.
Unfortunately I did pull a red light by a couple of a thousandths of a second. Got there first. I’m happy.”
Darryl added “That’s got to be the most gratifying red light you have ever pulled though as any other time it would have
been a good thing but that one day it was good.”
“Obviously Andy wasn’t happy at the time but over the years he’s mellowed out a bit and now accepts that I was the
first to 300. But you can’t do it without a great team behind you as well as great track facilities and everything else.
Everything was just right on that day and it all came together and off we
went.”
Barry also added “At the time the track was tarmac, or asphalt so at the time it was the first 300 side
by side in the world on an asphalt track. So we did a lot of things on that run; first to 300, first side by
side 4s, first side by side 300s all in one go.”
In a pre race interview Andy commented: "I had won the Championship in 2001 and during that season
we only had one engine, so all season it was a case of not pushing it too hard and just getting to the
other end first to get points. In 2002 I only had a budget for the Pro Fuel Shootout, the two Santa Pod
Raceway FIA rounds and the German FIA round so, missing three FIA rounds, I didn’t think I could win
the championship if I could push the car harder and not worry about the motor so much. After Saturday’s
qualifying, I was no.1 with a strong 5.07 at 297mph. During the briefing with Crew Chief Eddie Corr, it
was decided that if the track got slightly better, we would run 300 mph, but with Sheavills and Kim
Raymond hot on my tail, we decided to make small changes anyway to make it slightly more aggressive,
so the clutch timers were speeded up, we let it have a little more fuel and put another degree in the mag
and that was more than enough to get the job done!”
To end the celebration both Barry and Andy pitched themselves together for a best of three reaction time
contest. With the match at a draw Andy took the win with a .036 to Barry’s .096. Well done guys. Never
to be repeated. Never to be forgotten.
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Just lately there have been a wealth of anniversaries celebrated. But one of the most significant in drag racing terms was celebrated at this years
running of Santa Pod Raceway’s FIA Main Event and the first side-by-side 4 second, 300 mph milestone set on British soil between European
Top Fuel rivals ‘British Bulldog’ Barry Sheavills and Andy ‘Bad Boy’ Carter.
It’s still hard to believe that it was some 20 years ago that fan favourites BDRHoF member Barry Sheavills and Four Time FIA European
champion Andy Carter faced each other in Top Fuel qualifying in 2002 with the end result being Europe's first side-by-side fours and even more
importantly Europe's first 300 mph passes. Barry’s Triple R Oils dragster thundered to a 4.970/304.71 to Andy’s 4.897/303.07. Barry was also
officially acredited the first to run 300 mph in Europe having got to the finish line first, by a mere 0.211 seconds, although he red lit by 0.002
seconds, but of course, that didn’t matter in qualifying.
Photos courtesy of Tog, Eurodragster.com & Rose Hughes.

Pro Mods zing at season openers
Santa Pod’s Easter Festival of Power provided the first real proper outing for the Motorsport UK Pro Modified teams of BDRHoF members Nick
Davies, Rob Loaring and Andy Robinson. Following a winter of rebuilds and upgrades ICE Automotive - Project 260 were chasing all weekend
a number of teething issues many of which were electrical. After a third session 6.128 to draw the mighty Mustang of Annie Wallace the team
advanced all the way to the final to meet the fast starting Pro Dutch Team of Michel Tooren whose Rotterdam based Plymouth Cuda earlier in the
meet ran 0.01 of a second from its Personal Best. In the final Tooren strapped an .0591 holeshot over Nick’s .9701 and stay ahead to take the
first points of the season; 6.024/230.20 to Project 260’s charging 6.0355/237.76. A win margin of 0.0071. Although Andy Robinson day came to
an end in the first round due to a broken reverse lever coming off its bracket the NGK Anger Management team did put in a run after the semis to
the tune of 5.9079/245.53 just to prove to the other teams that they are on the right track.
Photos courtesy of Julian Hunt for Eurodragster.com

A month and a bit later saw the Pro Mods return for the FIA opener combined with round two of the Motorsport UK series. With a strong competitive
weekend install our boys fought problem after problem. Nick Davies said "We tracked down the misfire from the Festival of Power, and got our
‘bracket car’ back with a string of healthy 5s,(the best resulting in a 5.8745/247.85 mph PB to qualify second). New PB speed numbers were also
evident (248.09mph) thanks to the new converter. We then suffered from another gremlin in the 2nd round against the ‘67 Mustang GT500 of
Andres Arnover when the win was there for the taking; 5.9854/250.99 to 6.1748/243.83.
At the VP Racing Fuels Pro Doorslammer class a few week’s later the weekend turned into more of a test session for the NGK Anger Management
Camaro in trying to replicate the teams 5.90s test passes and build some consistency. After a couple of tyre shaking encounters Andy ran a 6.016
at 220.34 mph after an early chute deployment. Unfortunately Andy red lit by a massive margin in the first round against eventual finalist Bruno
Bader who faced the Swedish Camaro of Jan Ericsson.
Meanwhile in the Robinson camp, and after some subtle changes from the ‘Doorslammers’ set up the Anger Management 2.0 Camaro finished
the opening day’s qualifying with a great 5.92 which was one thousandths behind the number one qualifier Nick Davies. Again more changes
prevailed the following day but these came at a price and were a little too aggressive resulting in severe tyre shake.at the hit. But in the end it all
came together for Andy and the crew finishing fifth and with the teams first dip into the 5.8s (5.890) with this car which meant a first round match
up against the rapid French ace Jean Dulamon behind the wheel of his Bad Apple ‘68 Camaro. Although Jean didn’t really strike the tyres that
much on the burnout Andy had the race covered from the off as his fast acting 0.284 RT stayed ahead all the way to win with a 5.873s. The teams
overall PB (5.86) was looking under threat. Sadly it all came to nothing as the dreaded tyre shake moved Andy towards the wall in his round two
match up with Bruno Bader. At the hit Andy cut a superb light (0.024 to Bruno’s 0.089) and then the shakes started on both cars. Bruno’s Gotham
City Corvette somehow managed to drive through it to a 5.913s.
However, the race belonged with consistency to Swede Jan Ericsson by running four 5.8s in succession for the win. He went one or rather 0.1
better at the Main Event by running four 5.7s back to back to keep his 100% elimination record during this visit to the UK. Supercharger supplier
Mike Janis commented "What a day for Mike Janis Superchargers across the pond at Santa Pod Raceway in England! Jan Ericsson qualifies #1
and sets the European record with a 5.724/ 250.45 mph and then wins the race! Way to go to your entire team! Mike Janis Superchargers had 5
of the final 8 cars left in eliminations! Truly blessed! This is why we work so hard, for moments like this!" On now to the STP Summer Nationals.

JT's offer to The Boss
UK Pro Modified racer ‘JT’ John Tebenham is making plans to share the joy of
running his The Fabulous Lightning McQueen '53 Corvette Pro Modified with
Santa Pod Raceway CEO and BDRHoF selector Keith Bartlett. ‘I have offered
Keith a drive in my beautiful Pro Mod. This needs to start slowly with a new driver,
so Keith is going to do a couple of start-ups in the pits at the Euro Finals, if nothing
in the world, start it up. ‘I am also offering UK Super Pro racers Brian Pateman and
Billy Gane a chance to start my baby up. I have every respect for everyone who
drives in drag racing. My top man, I always go to him, is Andy Robinson. I said it
was wheel spinning and shaking at 200, yes, 200 mph, and I sat it on the rev limiter
at 10,400 for 6/10 of a second. He just said
"That’s the Pro Mod way". Bee brave, JT.

JP’s on the air again
In addition to appearances at most of the premier NSRA Hot Rod shows as presenter the last few years, the
dulcet tones of BDRHoF member Mr John Price was back in the house at Santa Pod Raceway for commentary
during Saturday’s running of the NSRA Nostalgia Nationals. Sharing the mic with race commentator and
BDRHoF adviser Colin Theobald the pairing were heard over the airwaves waxing lyrical of times gone by,
past race meets and general chit chat. John will be back in Pod Towers for the 11th annual Dragstalgia and
later in the year at the NSRA’s Original Hot Rod Drags.
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Explosive Triple Rs
Although this years running of the NSRA Nostalgia Nationals held at Santa Pod raceway fell victim to the weather and was finally declared a rain
off Sunday, Friday and Saturday’s action was fairly incident free apart from some mechanical damage sustained. But the most spectacular run of
all came courtesy of BDRHoF member Robin Read whose Spirit of Le Patron dragster ran the quickest wheel driven pass of the event at
6.3748/208.02, a new PB and also a new world first for a Daimler and a British engine coupled with a 0.997 to 60 ft , again a new PB and world
best in a Daimler. However a second pass alongside Colin Millar unfortunately resulted in a big engine explosion captured below by K.L. Eyken
Photo Designs. Colin ran a great 7.0484/196.41 for a new SPR track speed record for Outlaw Anglia. What’s incredible about Robin’s performance
is that it turned out to be the quickest ET of the event from the smallest capacity piston engined car attending! Just think about that for a minute.

Back at base Robin is wondering if the explosion was down to escaping fuel from one of the eight cylinders igniting off the header flames or even
the hot pipes! Or did a section of the gasket get blown out on detonation! In any event Robin thinks he’s going to have to machine O ring grooves
and go metal to metal face fit with a retained O ring.
“When trying to establish what went wrong it’s always a case of reviewing damage into cause and effect , ruling out the impossible until left with
the probable, possible and improbable, there is a lot of damage to review. In essence, something triggered the chain of events,” said Robin. So
it’s goodbye to block 4 as a race engine. Thank you for your service. It’s the only block that saw action in the Little Car and Spirit of Le Patron, it’s
career was short but spectacular. The quickest and fastest Daimler block on the planet. It didn’t fail ! But was damaged by other events. Now it
changes role and moves on to be a jig block for the intake manifold repair for Spirit of Le Patron,” Robin added.
With Spirit on the side lines for the foreseeable future Robin has turned his attentions to the older Little Car now entered for the Nostalgia
Cannonball at Santa Pod’s Dragstalgia weekend. We wish you well Robin.

John Hobbs book published & bids farewell
Author, photojournalist and BDRHoF selector Keith Lee has announced the publication of his new book on British drag bike legend and BDRHoF
member John Hobbs.
“I am very pleased to announce that at long last, my new book: John Hobbs and the Age of the Twins is available to order.
“This is a personal look back at the racing times of John and his competition in a classic
age of drag bike racing. It looks back closely at those racing years - and the events that
unfolded during them. The book also looks at how sprinting developed under the NSA, and
the migration of many riders into drag racing in the UK, as this new sport progressed.
There are over 90,000 words in the limited edition hardback work, along with more than
360 photographs in this 208 page companion work to the Mister Six book - but this time
focusing on the leading light from the two-wheeled side of the sport.”
Published by Keith Lee Images, the book is only available for UK delivery via the author’s
web site, which can be reached via the web; www.johnhobbsbook.co.uk or by stopping by
the ‘John Hobbs Book’ Facebook page.
Sadly, this year will mark the end of an era, as it will be John’s last ride on Olympus. He
will turn 75 in mid July, so he will finally be hanging up his leathers following July’s
Dragstalgia event. It was when I was just about to publish the book that John told me that
he felt that it was at last time for him to stop. John started sprinting and drag racing back
in 1966, and competed in the very first drag bike event at Santa Pod Raceway, where he
set many records in the years which followed. After record-breaking success riding
Olympus, he spearheaded the age of the twin-engined machines. John is also the first bike
member of the British Drag Racing Hall of Fame and is famed for his bikes, Olympus and
the Hobbit, on which he established a lasting reputation.
His old friend Dave Clee, who is known for his Shotgun machines, actually started racing
just before John. He too will be making his farewell ride at this event. Dave is looking
forward to a final match race against his old rival. Be there to enjoy a memorable weekend
of racing - and this one last chance to see these two out on track.
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2022 INDUCTEES ANNOUNCED
As we all know keeping a secret is one of the hardest things to do in life and since February this year, the British Drag Racing Hall of
Fame’s panel of selectors has had the enormous task of keeping tight lipped for five months until this year’s inductees were revealed
at Santa Pod Raceway’s Dragstalgia. We are pleased to announce that this years BDRHoF honorees for their contributions to the
sport either as a racer, constructor, promoter, marshal, official, supporter or having taken part in British drag racing in any capacity,
and having been involved for at least 20 years are the NATIONAL STREET ROD ASSOCIATION, the oldest UK based street rod
and custom club as well as Europe, THE STONES DRAG RACING TEAM, one of European drag racing’s iconic methanol teams,
JON MORTON, versatile drag biker and ‘doorslammer’ racer, and MARK FLAVELL, a very charismatic northern racer in a multitude
of classes. Our overseas inductee this year is the late Dutch drag bike racer extraordinaire and team Big Spender boss HENK VINK,
Their detailed citations can be found on the next few pages of this issue and their names join those whose contributions to British
drag racing are considered to have been extraordinary. The Induction Ceremonies will take place at the BDRHoF Gala Awards Dinner
being held at the historic Oatlands Park Hotel, Weybridge on November 12th 2022 when drag racing personalities and fans from
around the world will celebrate the commitment shown by these, all too-often unsung heroes and the influences that have had on
drag racing un the UK. We welcome them into the British Drag Racing Hall of Fame.

National Street Rod Association

Jon Morton

Mark Flavell

Henk Vink
Stones Drag
Racing Team
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National Street Rod Association
Before the formation of the National Street Rod Association in
1972 there was a band of people who loved to drag race, but also
built and drove street rods. The association grew out of the National Drag Racing Club [NDRC]
Roadster Register thanks to NDRC chairman and BDRHoF member Alan Wigmore who, way
back in 1971, invited brothers Chris & Pat Church to form the Register. Previously, the
brothers had drag raced briefly a Ford Popular called ‘Gold Rush’ at Santa Pod.
Seeing the need for a more specific club for hot rodders, rather than being a part of a
drag racing club, the Roadster Register gave way in late 1971 by the formation of the
National Street Rod Association in February 1972 after its inaugural meeting at the
Wheatsheaf Pub, Surrey.
By then Chris Church (who had been given the distinction of being member No.1 status)
had already built a Chevrolet powered Jago Model T bucket ‘ROD 5’ and Mickey Bray,
creator of the legendary ‘Pinball Wizard’ Ford Pop was member No.2.
Although the first proper rod run organised by the Southern Roadsters and the NSRA
(a run from Oxford to Beaulieu Abbey) was in 1972, the association’s first national event
was their inaugural ‘Fun Run’ in 1973 to Northants Billing Aquadrome. By 1975, and
with a rising membership of some 500 members, the NSRA had well and truly
established itself in the UK.
With the association’s link to drag racing lying dormant for years, four self-conscious
Midlands based enthusiasts; Mark Fullard, Martyn Payne, Steve Tristrim and Alan Martin, had the bright idea for a Rod Run to be
held at a drag strip. Not just any drag strip though, it had to be their local drag strip. In part, due to an introduction by BDRHoF member
John Wright, a meeting was arranged with Anthony Hodges, owner of the then Long Marston drag strip. Thankfully, he liked the idea.
Keen to hit the ground running, in 1988, the four approached the current committee of the
NSRA to ask if the club would like to be associated with the proposed event. By a strange
twist of fate, one of the committee that attended that first meeting at Santa Pod in 1966
happened to be Malcolm Beakhurst, one of the original partners in the ill-fated Jaguar
powered Fordson race van ‘Alleycat’ in the early seventies.
So, it was, that in 1989, the now renamed
‘Avon Park Raceway’ was host to the first
annual original Hot Rod Drags, the NSRA
returning to its drag racing roots after
seventeen years, along with gaining a second
national event to add to its calendar.
Five years later, and due to its popularity and support by hot rodders and racers alike,
the NSRA added the Nostalgia Nationals to its growing list of associated events.
Although the original track, once again renamed as Shakespeare County Raceway,
sadly no longer exists, both events found a new home at Santa Pod Raceway, with the
NSRA still taking an active role as well as playing their part in certain elements of
Dragstalgia.
After fifty years and coming full circle, the NSRA are honoured by being inducted into
The British Drag Racing Hall of Fame.

Photos courtesy of Nick Pettitt (above) and JC Collection (right)
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The Dagenham based Stones drag racing team included BDRHoF
member Dennis "Daddy" Stone, Dave Stone, Gerry Andrews and
BDRHoF member Dave Lee Travis. The Stones Drag Racing Team induction into the British
Drag Racing Hall of Fame reflects the driving and engineering skills of all involved as they took
some of the most iconic dragsters, funny cars and altereds down UK tracks in the 1970s and 1980s, pushing the boundaries of the
sport and also spreading the word to the continent.
The starting point was Dennis purchasing and racing a Ford Lotus Cortina in 1968. Two years
later, the opportunity came at Martlesham Heath for Dennis to acquire the Opus One altered
from Cliff Jones, and thus started a whirlwind of car development and honing of engineering
skills by the team.
Once Dennis started racing and winning with Opus One, Dave was doing the same with the
Lotus Cortina. In their first full season’s racing the Stones finished the year at the top of their
respective NDRC classes; Dennis in Top Comp and Dave in Junior Street. The following year
Opus One had an aluminium ex Can Am Chevy 427 fitted.
It was 1972 that Dave became the principal team driver after buying a Ford Model T altered,
named Turtle T and eventually becoming Tee Rat, into which was transplanted the ex-Can
Am engine, becoming the first UK altered into the eights and then, with nitro as the fuel,
running a pair of 8.0s on their first overseas trip to Mantorp Park in Sweden in 1973. Dave also won the Castrol Top Comp
Championship that year, whilst Opus One was exchanged for a Ford Escort that was named Rudolph and later Tender Trap, driven
by Dennis and also occasionally by Radio One DJ Dave Lee Travis.
Gerry Andrews, who Dave had worked with at Essex based Ford main dealer Reynolds,
joined the team in 1974 racing the slingshot dragster Hemi Hunter built over a number of
years by Allan Herridge for Pete Bennett. Later the broken engine from Hemi Hunter was
swapped with the supercharged alky one from Keith Harvie’s altered and Gerry’s driving
career started, moving to Pro Comp, which had been introduced in 1975.
By 1975 Tee Rat had a new chassis built by the late Roland Pratt. Dave, with a
supercharger on the engine and went straight into the sevens. However, despite driving
skills that were nothing short of miraculous, the fuel altered aerodynamics caused the car
to wander at the top end.
In 1976 the team acquired the Stardust Funny Car brought over to the UK three years
earlier by US star Don Schumacher, fitting their blown nitro Chevy from Tee Rat into it and
running quick from the start.
The original Hemi Hunter was retired in 1978 and a new dragster was constructed by Allan
Herridge, Hemi Hunter II, which initially ran on nitro, after Bob Phelps encouraged the team to compete in Top Fuel and Funny Car
but methanol was the fuel of choice for Hemi Hunter after 1978. In that same year the team started running the Blue Max Mustang
of Raymond Beadle, running it on loan from Santa Pod. The team, which over the years included Dave Stone, Gerry Andrews, Dave
Lee Travis, Colin Thompson, Trevor Horncastle, Dennis’s nephew Andrew Swan, Mickey Pratt, Dick Cruse and Alan Bates took both
cars to European events with Dennis ‘Daddy’ Stone as Team Principal keeping the lads in check.
The engineering skills of the cash strapped team enabled them to work their way around mechanical issues that they suffered,
particularly in the engine department. However in May 1983 the Mustang FC suffered a big fire, Dave’s driving career coming to an
end and Hemi Hunter II was destroyed at the World Finals after a weakened chassis, from a previous accident in the August, caused
the car to roll. Once again SPR came to the team’s aid with the ex-Roz Prior Maneater car, the late Dick Cruse joining the team as
driver in 1986 after Gerry retired that year.
They are the only team to win three top classes at Silverstone – Top Street (Tender Trap) Top Altered (Tee Rat) and Top Dragster
(Hemi Hunter). It is for running at the top level in these classes, winning championships and setting records that The Stones Drag
Racing Team are being inducted into the British Drag Racing Hall of Fame.
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The Stones Drag Racing Team

Jon Morton
Jon’s love of drag racing spans back to 1966, when he first
persuaded an older cousin to take him to Santa Pod. He is someone
who has been through the
wringer a few times along the
way, but it has not stopped him. In
earlier days he helped out a fair number of racers, by crewing for them.
First was Robin Wilby, who needed assistance with his junior dragster.
Jon was then involved in a horrific life-threatening motorcycling
accident, when he was on the pillion. If that was not enough, he would
then break his neck in another serious incident! After helping Steve
Woollatt in his early days, he crewed for Rod Pallant. Jon has
encouraged many bikers to get into drag racing over the years - and he
himself rates persuading his friend Brian Johnson to ride at a
Blackbushe drag race as the best thing he ever did for the sport. Jon
would crew for BJ at home and abroad.
Jon’s own first step into regular drag racing competition was in 1985, in
the Pro Stock bike class. Aided by Tyne Blight, he won some national
events, and was voted BDRA best newcomer. In 1986 Jon won the first
international event at Zandvoort, and in 1988 won the World Finals at
Santa Pod. A new Kawasaki was built for the following year. This did not prove to be a match for the Suzuki-powered entries, and Jon
dropped it at North Weald - but was quickly back out. After two years racing a Suzuki, Jon moved up into the Funny Bike class with
Mike Beaumont. This was raced for four years, and was champion in 1993. The pinnacle for Jon, as a bike person, was to compete
in Top Fuel Bike. Over the next 6 years a top class machine was constructed, thanks to input from Pete Davies and Frank
Brachtvogel. In a sad twist of fate, Jon suffered two heart attacks before ever getting a chance to ride his now completed bike! Cruelly,
ECG tests would prevent him obtaining a pro race licence, and the unraced bike was sold to Chris Hannam.
After swallowing this massive setback, and taking a
couple of years out, Jon was desperate to get back
racing, which would be restricted to sportsman classes.
Having made so many friends on both sides of the sport,
he made the switch from two to four wheels, and bought
a ’69 Camaro to try his hand in the competitive Super
Gas class, which would prove to be a happy move. Jon
campaigned the car through to 2017, when he was
forced to take a break, due to work issues - and the
Camaro was sold. Now he is back with his bright yellow
‘No Hair’ entry, having established himself as a multitime champion in Super Gas. He is quick to credit his
stepson Dan Page for all his help - especially with the
electrical systems. Still a bike man at heart, Jon’s love
of American cars has done him well as he has managed
to keep on racing.
Photos: Keith Lee, Jerry Cookson, Eurodragster.com & Colin Donisthorpe
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Mark Flavell
Drag racing made an instant impact on Mark Flavell. A chance visit
to Santa Pod with a group of college friends in the late 1970s
sparked a lifetime’s involvement in the sport which would see him working and racing at tracks
across Britain and Europe and, for several years in the 1980s, as an emigrant, with his wife Ann,
to Canada. He is particularly associated with York Raceway and its successor, the new
Melbourne Raceway. There is no doubt that drag racing’s success in the North of England has depended on the hard work of
dedicated club members who supplied the infrastructure essential for racing to take place.
Mark has been one of the Melbourne site’s outstanding workers from the 1980s through
to the 21st Century. Racing with his brother Allen, Mark came to then-York Raceway in
the late ‘70s campaigning a Modified Ford Pop, Pop-Draggin’, which they had built
together. During the 1980s and early ‘90s it was usual to find Mark and several others at
York Raceway during the week before a race meeting, sweeping clean the track and
shutdown area of all the accumulated debris produced by a working farm’s heavy
machinery
Mark freely gave his expertise and labour to the project of upgrading the existing safety
barriers – thanks to a contact for sourcing Armco fencing being replaced along a stretch
of A-road nearby – as well as helping improve crowd safety. During this time Mark
fabricated and donated a new Christmas Tree and metal covers to shield the staging
lights on the start line. He gathered together a racers’ group to organise fund-raising
activities to provide fire extinguishers and other safety equipment for the track.
Mark also helped organise and participate in G-Force, the sponsored Super Gas racers’
class which competed at venues across the UK. He was instrumental too in acquiring
sponsorship for racing at York as well as for
the G-Force Super Gas tours.
Returning from Canada in 1987, Mark collaborated with Hall of Fame Member Dave
Grady to advance Grady’s project for promoting drag racing nationally with the Super
Gas Drag Racers Association, formed to
conduct championship races as well as to
present demonstrations and displays. Next,
Mark focused on compiling new rules which led to the adoption of the 8.90sec Super
Comp class. He has raced Dragster and Funny Car entries with distinction in both Super
Comp and Super Pro ET.
While chiefly associated with York/Melbourne, Mark has engaged with venues as diverse
as Dishforth (North Yorkshire), Enniskillen (Northern Ireland) and the Isle of Man.
Retirement from his day job allows him to concentrate his attention fully on Melbourne
Raceway where he contributes his time and expertise to its ongoing development. His
newest additions to the project have included the start line gantry and disabled viewing
area.
Mark is quick to credit others for their support, yet it is for his own generosity and
dedication to the sport that he has been selected for induction into the British Drag
Racing Hall of Fame.
Photos courtesy of Doug McDiramid, JC Collection, Eurodragster.com & Paul Bryan

.
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Henk Vink
Dutch racer Henk Vink first made his name as a multi-time national
trials champion, Henk became interested in sprinting in the late
1960s, and raced an early 500cc Kawasaki triple. There was no drag racing in Holland until
1975, but with the sport enjoying growth in the UK, Henk made his first appearance at Santa
Pod in 1972. It would mark the start of a whirlwind journey for him, following that first time out on a Kawasaki 750cc triple. He had a
full time mechanic, Jan Smit, and his outfit would become well known as Team Big Spender! A move was soon made to a
supercharged four-stroke Kawasaki nitro-burner, with help from sprinting legend Phil Manzano. The successful businessman wanted
to mix it with the very best of the UK riders, and his team would cross the channel as often as they were allowed to compete over
here - and the amiable crew would make many friends during their numerous trips.
There was a seemingly non-stop series of Kawasaki race bikes built for Henk to race, with technical advice sought from some of the
best in the world. Henk’s fearless riding style was unlike any other
rider, and he was quite happy to put a foot down at high speed, if
his bike was not behaving. The man spent a lot of money on
racing, but the team enjoyed themselves at the races, and
became well liked by so many race fans over here. Their
hospitality was legendary among both bike and car racers.
Back home, he worked behind the scenes to try and establish a
permanent race facility. Henk even brought over a Dutch Minister
of State to one of the races at Santa Pod - and made him part of
the team for the weekend! Henk was a determined racer, and he
had a burning desire to win - and never more so than when he
was up against John Hobbs. There was mutual respect and
friendship - and some epic races on track between these two
racers.
In 1980, Henk was racing the ex-Carl Ahlfeldt twin-engined
Kawasaki, which he rode to the first seven second time by a
European rider. The team performed many demos around
Europe, which was beneficial in promoting the sport. Henk also set up a three country match race series in 1981, between himself
and US ace rider Sam Wills.
A collaboration with rocket legend Sammy Miller was established in the early 80s, and it resulted in the quickest ever ride for Henk.
The hydrogen peroxide fuelled bike was the ultimate two-wheeled acceleration machine, which first ran in this country in 1983, at
Blackbushe. It would propel Henk to mid 6 second elapsed times.
The Dutch racing ace last rode in 1986. Sadly, the sport lost one of its most notable racers, when Henk suffered a fatal heart attack,
following his 50th birthday celebrations, in 1988. He led a fast paced life, and his racing years will not be forgotten.
Photos courtesy of Keith Lee & Dick Parnham
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Since our last issue we must pay our respects also to Pro Comp/Top Methanol racer Dick Cruse, fabricator
Dale Edmonds, crew chief Vince Shaw, street bike racer Ian Warren & street car racer George Bebikan, American fuel
tuner Dal Denton, South African drag racing pioneer Arthur Christy, ET Bike racer Jonny Young, crew chief Tina
Hambidge, Comp Altered racer Ray Cross and Shakespeare County Raceway’s John Brown.

Cliff Jones
We were sorry to hear of the passing of UK drag racing pioneer and US sports car racer Cliff Jones, who
was involved in two of the most iconic vehicles in British drag racing history.
A Chrysler dealership sales manager from Hornchurch in Essex, Cliff's UK drag racing history started when
he and his brother Chris attended the Chelveston Dragfest in 1964. A couple of years later they were attracted to go to Santa Pod Raceway at the end of the 1966 season started racing a Pontiac GTO with a small
block Chevy engine in the Sports Racing category, which he would later sell to Tony Dickson. At this event,
Cliff raced others who would later graduate to dragsters such as Pete Crane, Bruce Brown and Alan Ing.
In June 1967 they debuted a new Opus HRF (the car was launched that year), powered by a blown Shorrock
Ford. Later in the year, this was upgraded to a Daimler Hemi engine. During 1967/68 winter a small block
Chevy was installed which for a few meetings was upgraded to a 5.3 litre engine out of Cliff's Stingray. Dave
Collis who drove it at the start and end of 1968, and during 1969. In 1970 Cliff sold the car to Dennis Stone
when in August it became the first of the Stones' series of altereds, dragsters and funny cars.
1970 was a change of direction for Cliff. The Chicken Coupe car, campaigned by Pete Millar in California,
had come over to Sweden via Harwich in early 1969 and had gone on display in Malm&ouml;. Word of this
had got through to Dave Riswick of John Woolfe Racing. If he bought the car, he would be able to secure its
354cu in blown Chrysler Hemi engine for the new Quartermaster slingshot being built by Tony Gane and Dennis Priddle in Yeovil,
and sell on the rolling chassis. Mike Treutlein with Cliff were the purchasers of the chassis and the pair teamed up to rebuild the car
which had been renamed Crescent Coupe, in recognition of the sponsor of the trip to Sweden.

Crescent Coupe, featuring a Formula 5000 engine, with exhaust collectors fitted later in the year, made its UK debut at the
BDR&HRA meeting at Elvington in August, with Cliff as the driver. From early on the car thrilled with its off the line wheelies. Mike
became the regular driver for the next three years during which Cliff helped prepare it for races and spent time on administration for
the NDRC. After the last race in 1974, Mike and the team decided to go rear-engined and as, by now, Cliff had a family, he was no
longer in a position to spend the sort of money required to build a new car and Keith Dancey agreed to buy his share of the car.
Cliff was also known for 'Devon Cream', a Pontiac powered Austin A40 Dorset which he bought from Pete Crane. Pete says "Cliff
bought it from me as a runner, it had a 400ci Pontiac engine and as much of the running gear from the donor Pontiac Firebird as I
was able to use. The body was built by Fibre Glass Repairs for me. After he bought it from me he changed the steering to rack and
pinion and resprayed the car red (it was black), and added a custom interior. When Cliff left to go to the states he sold it to Len
Beech, it is currently in Spain owned by Len’s son Vinnie."
He moved to Los Angeles in 1980; life the other side of the Pond had beckoned since he attended events in the 1970s. But it was
sports car racing that Cliff went into once he had settled in the US. He had suffered a detached retina whilst drag racing and
thought the vibration from a fuel motor might be unwise in the circumstances.
Cliff still kept in touch with his former UK drag racing friends was a regular poster on the UK Drag Racing Nostalgia forum and
attended races in the US such as the Winternationals where he would meet up with Rex Sluggett, Clive Skilton, Brian Taylor and
Pete Crane as well as US legend Carl Olson and others.
Pete Crane remembers Cliff as "A great competitor, NDRC organiser and friend. We used to go to the SEMA show in the 1970s. I’ll
miss you Cliff. RIP."
Cliff leaves daughters Samantha and Nicola. We send them and all of Cliff's friends and family our condolences.
Picture of Cliff at SEMA Show courtesy Pete Crane

Colin Kettley
We were sad to hear of the passing on New Years Eve of British drag racing pioneer Colin Kettley. Colin
built two cars for the track, one of them, Hemini, being such a wild concept it made the front cover of two
leading publications of the day.
Colin was born in Feltham, Middlesex in 1938 and was a founder member of the British Drag Racing and
Hot Rod Association. His trade was machine tool fitter which skills came in useful in race car
construction, when a lot of parts fabrication for race car builds was a necessity. He built his first JaguarBRITISH DRAG RACING HALL OF FAME - HoFTalk - 23

powered hot rod named Ratcatcher which had the look of a GT, however it was
too expensive to insure for the road and too frail for track use. Instead he came
up with the idea of a mid engined altered based on a Mini pickup (converted
from a written off van) with an injected 392ci Chrysler Hemi engine. The idea
for a mid engined vehicle came from his experience racing Formula 2 Cooper
circuit racing cars.
Colin, working with friends Neville Bowles, Terry Crabtree and Brian Bettles,
undertook the build behind the Crown Hotel in Chertsey, but the engine was
found to be too worn to run reliably so was rebuilt but even after that was not a
well-running unit. Another barrier to performance was the Moss gearbox from a
Jaguar XK140.
The distinctive look of the car came out of a visit to Sweden to display the car
at an early 1968 show in Stockholm alongside Tony Densham's Commuter and
Harold Bull's Strip Duster. The car was transported in primer applied by
Calbrook Cars, however on arrival in Sweden, noted hot rodder and show organiser Bo Sandeberg applied metalflake stripes in
candy apple green and gold. After a couple of years Hemini disappeared from the scene, but left a big impression on those who
had viewed it in those early days.
We join BDR&HRA pioneer Maurice Takoor who said "Sad to hear of the passing of Colin Kettley, a true pioneer of British Drag
Racing with his amazing Hemini. Our condolences to son Matthew Kettley and all the family".
Photo source: Brian Sparrow, Drag Racing & Hot Rod, November 1968. Photos by Gleadow brothers

Eileen Daniels
We were sad to hear of the passing of Eileen Daniels, NHRA administrator and supporter of
the British Drag Racing Hall of Fame at the age of 86.
Eileen was one of the first people employed by the NHRA. Back in 1959 her late husband Bob
Daniels was appointed by Wally Parks as NHRA North Central Division (Division Three)
director for the six Midwestern states and adjacent Canadian provinces.
Working with Eileen, he served in this role for two decades, coordinating the activities of NHRA
members and tracks, assisting with the design and construction of more than 20 racing
facilities, helping the NHRA grow to its current prominence.
They were instrumental in influencing the NHRA to consider Indianapolis Raceway Park as the
permanent home of the U.S. Nationals and after its acquisition Bob was appointed its General
Manager with Eileen at his side working on the administration and hospitality at the track. They
were so successful that Bob was named 1988 Auto Racing Promoter of the Year by a vote of
his fellow promoters taken through Racing Promotion Monthly magazine. In later years Bob
and Eileen were very active with the NHRA Hot Rod Reunions and nostalgia events. Eileen
attended the BDRHoF gala in 2015 and 2016, regaling the attendees at the Bench Racing with
stories from her days at the NHRA.
We send our deepest condolences to Eileen's family and friends.
Pictured: Eileen with the late Stuart Bradbury, founder of the BDRHoF

Jim Balchin
We were sorry to hear of the passing of 1970s-80s motorcycle sprinter and drag racer Jim Balchin. Jim passed away at his home in
Portchester aged 82, still tinkering around with motorbikes until the end.
Jim was associated with two bikes, the first a single cylinder supercharged BSA that had a distinctive 'dustbin' fairing (pictured left).
With this machine, dubbed 'Double J' Jim utilised the tiny 340cc engine to run into the nines as early as September 1974 at the
Cambridge Centaur Sprint. He also ran sprints at Gaydon, Long Marston and other venues. This bike was the fastest BSA-powered
drag bike in the world and one of the fastest single cylinder machines as well. It ran a best of 9.63 and hit 170mph at a World
Records meeting. Jim Reynolds recalled "He had what looked like a grappling iron on a stout rope and would hitch it around the
wheelie bar axle, the other end around the barrier, and burnout with the bike restrained from behind."

Another bike Jim raced (pictured above) was a Hillman Imp engined rear-engined four cylinder supercharged bike 'Neeler Weeler',
complete with home made cylinder head made from solid bar. We send our deepest condolences to Jim's family and friends.
Pictures: Louise Balchin (BSA Gold Star) Kelvin Fagan (Neeler Weeler); information: The Acceleration Archive

Keith Potter
We were greatly saddened to learn of the passing of competition altered racer Keith Potter from his son Justin Reus. Justin writes:
"My Dad was a veteran of Santa Pod, racing in the 70´s and 80´s at the helm of The Devil; both himself and my Mum Lynn were
well known and loved by all, still talked about often even to this day. Santa Pod life was a family event, we were Team Potter, Keith
and Lynn, myself and my sister Lisa. My Dad was such a larger than life character, on and off track, with an energy, love for life,
and devilish sense of humour. He was a huge part of all our lives, and will be missed greatly."
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Keith was born in Stevenage and started drag racing at Santa Pod in 1974 running in Senior
Street with his black Lotus Elan 'Lotus Eater'. Brother Barry Potter later bought this car after
which Keith had a another, larger engined, Lotus named Hey Jude, running down to the
elevens in Modified.
Keith bought Mike Kason's 'Kerbdozer III' altered at the end of 1975 and entered it at the 1975
Fireworks Meet at Santa Pod. The Altered used a Rays Rods fibreglass Plymouth Coupe
body, the ex-Aardvark, ex-Sneaky chassis and a 427 Ford motor. Keith ran it in Senior
Competition Altered.
In 1976 he renamed it 'The Devil', changing the paint scheme to black with flames and
immaculate lettering and swapped the Ford lump for big block Chevy power with a Mike
Churchill-designed fuel injection system with wild Crower stacks. The car was put on display at
the 2nd International Drag Racing Show at Crystal Palace in February 1977.
Many will remember it was fitted with a police siren which could be heard each time he came
down the fire-up road. In 1979, following a tendency to do wheelies on launch, the chassis
was replaced with one Keith built longer and a copy of the Dennis Priddle Monza Funny Car chassis. A blower was added and the
car in Super Comp when it went eventually into the sevens.
Keith took The Devil to the Italian Motor Show at Bologna in 1979 with Dave
Page and Steve Murty, however all did not go well and after a demo run, the
car ended on its side and a rebuild with new body became necessary.
Keith retired from racing in 1986 he sold The Devil to Barry Sheavills who ran
it as 'Stagecoach III'. The same chassis was used later in several other
altereds, a sign of a great build.
In later times Keith lived in Spain for 20 years but moved back to a village near
Olney, Northants, from where he made the occasional trip to Santa Pod
Raceway, for instance at the Easter Thunderball in 2011 where we had the
pleasure of chatting to him.We send our deepest condolences to Justin,
Keith's family and friends.
Information courtesy Nick Pettitt and Ron Clark (Hot Rod and Custom Nov 1978)

Veli "Jappe" Malin
We were saddened to hear of the death last February of Pro Stock Bike racer and 1993 European
Champion Veli "Jappe" Malin from Finland. Simo Patoharju writes:
Jappe started drag racing with a Suzuki in Street Bike class in 1985, winning the championship in his
first year. By 1987 he had moved to Pro Stock Bike, riding a Suzuki for three years, then buying a
Kawasaki from the legendary Dave Schultz, running quicker than him in a couple of NHRA races at the
start of 1990. He ran at Avon Park Raceway, England in 1992 and 1994, and in 1993 won five out of the
first seven races, securing the championship before the final event.
In the late 1990s, Jappe moved on to preparing rally cars for Honda Finland, followed by 10 years in
Lappland working on sleds, then moving back to the south of Finland where he undertook engineering
projects and attended the occasional race, giving advice to racers. Our deepest condolences go to
Jappe's family and friends.
Photo from JC Collection

Tim Hines
We were greatly saddened to hear that UK Ford doorslammer racer, constructor and engineer Tim
Hines passed away on Monday 21st February peacefully with his family by his side.
Lee Huxley wrote: "Tim was one of the good guys and will be greatly missed by everyone who knew
him especially the Huxleys and the Dark Horse Drag Racing Team. Sending lots of love to his family
at this sad time. I will confirm the funeral arrangements once they have been announced for anyone
wishing to attend."
Marc Huxley added: "Tim was a huge inspiration to me and a huge help with me doing fabrication
and engineering bits for me.. He even came to my unit to use some of my tooling but for me the best
Tim I seen was him at racing giving advice and telling me stories of his Twin Cam Mk1 Escort and
upsetting police back in the day.. You will be dearly missed by me and the family let alone family and
racers."
In his drag racing career Tim Hines was mainly known for racing Fords – a
Ford Escort Mk1 that ran in the well subscribed Street Machine/JWR Rover V8
Championship from its inception in 1986, and then in Pro Modified where he
joined the class in 1988, starting with an Escort Mk2 with a 460ci Ford engine
and then a Sierra in 1990-2, both great looking cars that went on to have long
histories with other racers. Tim retired from driving at the end of 1992 but was
a regular in the pits thereafter.
Tim worked on both race car construction and engines and had a fine
reputation for giving advice to many UK racers. We send our deepest
condolences to Tim's friends and family.
Photos from JC Collection

Mike Boyd
We were shocked and saddened to hear of the death of Winged Express Fuel Altered racer Mike Boyd who passed away on 22nd
February aged 64. Although Mike never raced in Europe, he was a great friend to many who do so, particularly teams and also
fans who made the trip to the California Hot Rod Reunion and March Meet at Famoso Dragstrip, Bakersfield.
The son of nostalgia Top Fuel racer Jimmy Boyd (best known for his Red Turkey car which he originally crashed at Lions but he
later rebuilt), Mike's racing career begain in the late 1980’s when he got involved with the Nitro Warrior slingshot AA/FD dragster
which he built just when nostalgia Top Fuel was getting established. Nitro Warrior ran at Palmdale and some of the early California
Hot Rod Reunions.
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Mike's big break came early in his driving career. In 1994 he met Mousie Marcellus, crew chief and co-owner with Wild Willie
Borsch of the legendary Winged Express AA/FA until Willie passed away in 1991. Mike took the car down the track, the initial pass
without a parachute, and immediately afterwards took it home and looked after it for the rest of his life with Mousie still involved until
his death in October 2020. Mike also occasionally ran Nitro Warrior until 2010, and also had a ride in Mike Sullivan's transformer
AA/FA Nitro Warrior in 2007-8, going 5.43/274 which still stands as the class's track record at Famoso.

Picture credits: portrait - Tony Thacker; action: Kleet Norris
Mike made thousands of passes in Winged Express on his own money (he worked in aerospace) with support from Bob MacCrae.
He made upgrades to the car gradually, but kept the car basically the same as when he first had it, with a cast 392ci iron engine for
many years before getting a billet Donovan, and just the addition of a few bars to the cage. His burnouts were long and wild,
sometimes ending up in the other lane, and he refused to lift on a pass. He said "I didn't want to got too quick as the car has a
temper in it". Most of the time the car had the front wheels in the air with Mike holding the centre of the car's circular steering wheel,
and the car was a thrilling sight at speeds up to 212mph.
Mike brought the Winged Express to NHRA National Events for demo passes and memorably was part of the first ever four-wide
Fuel Altered race at Las Vegas in 2018 with Ron Hope, Randy Bradford and Kyle Hough.
Mike was a three time cancer survivor, with spinal stenosis arising from the disease, but bravely fought against all the pain to put
on a great and memorable show, his religious faith giving him mental strength and a love of weightlifting helping him physically.
Mike agreed with Linda Marcellus, Mousie's daughter that the Winged Express will be placed in a museum. We send our deepest
condolences to Mike's friends and family.

Danny Ongais
We were sorry to hear of the passing of US racecar driver Danny Ongais at the age of 79.
Danny had a wide ranging racing career including land speed racing, sports car racing, Indycars and even F1, and he started his
racing career on motorcycles in his native Hawaii following discharge from the US Army in the late 1950s.
His first dragster drive in 1963 was a Dragmaster Dart gas dragster owned by Jim Nelson & Dode Martin, winning Top Gas at the
AHRA Winternationals at Beeline Raceway, Phoenix, then in 1964 he drove several gas dragsters including Roland Leong's first
Hawaiian car. 1965 was Danny's first Top Fuel Dragster drive, in the Mangler, co-owned with the Broussard, Garrison, Davis team,
with John Garrison as crew chief. Racing mainly in Southern California at tracks such as Fontana, Carlsbad and Riverside, Danny
started the year triumphing at the UDRA race at Fontana.
With wins under his belt and a national record 7.59 set in April, Danny was invited to come to the UK to race at the 1965 Drag
Festival with an eight car Top Fuel team also including Bob Keith, Tony Nancy, Nick Colbert, Buddy Cortines, Chuck Griffith, Gary
Casady and Merek Chertkow. But the weather didn't play ball as it had in 1964 with Garlits, Ivo et al.

Woodvale photo credit: Nick Pettitt, https://timetraveldvds.blogspot.com.
On paper, Danny's was the quickest car with two of the others running nitro for the first time, however at Blackbushe on 25th-26th
September there was torrential rain and as Drag Racing Magazine put it, "The spectators were continually given the impression
that the American drivers had scarcely ever seen rain, let alone driven in it". The reluctant drivers finally decided to run in the rain
and Danny was described as "like a packet of itching powder, fretting to make a run whatever the others wanted to do". Danny's
times were 9.62/120 and 9.76/150.
The following weekend at Woodvale the conditions were better and Danny ran 7.99/196, 7.91/200, and 7.90/200. Buddy Cortines
did win the event, after Danny had a split blower manifold in the final, and set an ET record of 7.74, but Danny was first to 200mph
on UK soil and his performances wowed the crowds for their bravery on a track that was not as smooth as those he was used to.
After the Drag Festival in the UK Danny returned to the US to continue his drag racing career which lasted another four years
before circuit racing beckoned. He was runner up at the 1966 NHRA Nationals in Top Fuel and in 1969 he won the NHRA Spring
Nationals and NHRA U.S. Nationals in the Funny Car class driving a Ford Mustang for Mickey Thompson.
To read a full tribute to Danny go to https://www.motorsport.com/indycar/news/former-indy-car-drag-racing-star-danny-ongais-diesaged-79/8586556. We send Danny's family and friends our deepest condolences.

Dave McClelland
We were saddened to hear of the death of US drag racing presenter and announcer Dave McClelland. Dave, or "Big Mac" as he
was affectionaly known, was 85 years old and had spent 60 of those years in the broadcasting business, many with Diamond P
Productions, whose videos were the link, for many drag racing fans from Europe and further afield.
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Dave was first on the mic at Central Missouri State College where he studied acting and singing (we have yet to see evidence of
the latter), and after working for local radio he became a drag racing announcer in 1959, covering the 1961 U.S. Nationals. In the
early 1970s he joined the NHRA full-time in the promotion and public relations department which he did for seven years. In 1973 he
became host of NHRA events on television and announcer at NHRA National events which he did until he retired in 2003,
partnering with soulmate and fellow announcer Steve Evans.
Producer/Director of Diamond P John Mullin recalled Dave's dedication: "Those early years could be painful. They included all night
edit sessions driven by the understanding that the syndicated network we had fashioned (some 90-100 stations per race coverage)
was expecting to start airing the finished product just six or seven days after the actual race was concluded. Live and samedayturn-arounds on any network was not possible simply because ESPN, for one, did not yet exist, and CBS, NBC and ABC weren't
about ready to disrupt their coverage of golf, baseball and other stick-and-ball products even though, interestingly enough, that
ad-hoc syndicated network at one time covered more households of the country than did NBC.
"Dave, therefore, was expected to deliver a top-notch, engaging race call throughout each show during the wee hours of the
morning after three or four days of all night editing...think taking a final exam after six days of very little sleep, and then being
expected to deliver a full-on demonstration of your mastery of the subject at 3:00 AM. Dave not only accepted that challenge, he
relished it!
"David McClelland was truly a one-of-a-kind broadcast professional. He was also a
truly decent human being. Television and racing are both pursuits noted for their
respective ability to eat their young. Internal, often aggressively nasty, politics abide in
each and avoiding landmines is often problematic. David solved that problem by
simply refusing to enter into such matters. In all the years that I spent around NHRA, I
never heard him utter one harsh word about anyone, and I never heard anyone cast
aspersions in his direction. That, in itself, sets him apart from most."
As well as announcing NHRA events he lent his voice and organising skills to many
other drag racing events, running two tracks including the famous Dallas International
Motor Speedway; over the years he won numerous awards including the International
Drag Racing Hall of Fame Founders' Award in 2005 and SEMA Industry Icon Award.
We send our deepest condolences to Dave's wife Louise who he married in 1958 and
all his family and friends.

Graham Nash
We were sorry to hear from Geoff Stilwell that 1980s Pro Stock Bike racer and Funny
Bike pioneer Graham Nash has recently passed away after a long battle with cancer.
Son of Santa Pod timekeeper and fellow Pro Stock Bike racer Allan Nash, Graham had
a major influence on the progression of drag racing as a racer, builder and adviser.
Graham's first competitive ride was a Suzuki powered PSB. Graham and Alan then
built the Kawasaki Cloud Nine Pro stock bike for Geoff Stilwell and it raced under the
NCK racing banner. NCK were the Kawasaki main dealers in the Coventry area and
had signed up as many US distributorships as he could, including Orient Express,
Kosman, Vance & Hines, and "Superbike" Mike Keyte, supplying many racers.
On a trip to the USA Graham bought through Jack O’Malley at Orient Express the
Kosman framed Funny Bike, taking his focus away from PSB. It was when they were
visiting Isky that “T Willie Hutchins” of Isky cams gave the bike its name. In 1982
Graham was a winner of the
Superfresh Catering NDRC Top Fuel Bike Performance Cup with Rice
Burner which had a Turbo charged Kawasaki motor.
With business booming and a deal with TVR to tune their circuit racing cars,
Graham hung his leathers up at the end of 1984, but was back in 1988 when
John Clift built a more advanced Funny Bike, based on a GSX100E and
Suzuki powered. At the 1989 World Finals, Graham had one of his most
memorable races. The final, between Paul Willis and Graham was the
quickest Funny Bike race outside the U.S.A. with Willis running a 7.33/179
holeshot over Nash's 7.21/187.
We send our condolences to Grahams's family and friends.
Photos courtesy of Ian King & Bill Sly
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The British Drag Racing Hall of Fame Gala dinner took place on Saturday at
Oatlands Park Hotel, Weybridge, Surrey last November and was another starstudded occasion with acceptance speeches that were well considered, humorous
and at times emotional.
Honorary Chair Lesley Wright commenced the formal part of the evening by reflecting
on events since the last Gala dinner in November 2019. "It’s been a tough 2 years for all,
however thanks to the amazing efforts by our tracks, I am pleased to say that Drag
Racing is alive and kicking!
"The dogged determination of Keith [Bartlett] and the staff at Santa Pod Raceway to reopen the track last year, despite all the authorities’ objections, was amazing. Also, the
generosity of people and the efforts of volunteers in establishing a great series of events
at Melbourne Raceway was outstanding.
"Sadly, we’ve lost a lot of people from the Drag Racing community since our last Gala and their loss is heartfelt. In particular, we
miss our members Lawrie Gatehouse, Dennis Priddle and Stuart Bradbury. I always appreciated how hard Stuart worked for the
Hall of Fame, but never more so since taking over the reins last year. I’m proud to say that Stuart’s name will be forever associated
with the Hall of Fame through the naming of the Junior Awards after him. A fitting tribute to ensure that his legacy will continue."
Junior racers Liam Holgate, Luke Fulton, Harry Redshaw & Hollie King receive their awards from VP Racing Fuels. Photos courtesy of Julian Hunt for Eurodragster.com

Compare Tony Thacker continued by announcing the inaugural Stuart Bradbury Junior Drag Racing Awards which were
presented by his wife Bev Bradbury. The awards went to the Junior Covid Cup winners of 2020 Liam Holgate (Junior Dragbike) and
Luke Fulton (Junior Dragster) alongside 2021 champions Hollie King (Junior Dragbike) and Harry Redshaw (Junior Dragster).
Earlier, Tom Davis of BDRHoF and Eurodragster.com sponsor VP Racing Fuels made presentations to the 2020 and 2021 Junior
Drag Racing champions in the drinks reception sponsored by Santa Pod Raceway.
The inductees at the Gala have had to wait patiently for 21 whole months for their moment in the limelight, but were all present and
keen to be formally inducted. Each inductee received the Bootsie trophy in memory of the late, great Allan ‘Bootsie’ Herridge, the
trophies sponsored by the Santa Pod Racers Club, the Hall of Fame being indebted to Ian Marshall, Philip Evans, Kathy Taylor and
the SPRC committee for this continued support.
Here are the acceptance speeches for each inductee and their presenters, following the reading of the citations by SPR announcer
Colin Theobald.
Jeff Byne: Land Speed Racer and former Pro Stock Bike racer Geoff Stilwell presented the trophy to Jeff, who said: I'm a man of
small words all I can say is Thank You to the Hall of Fame team just to put on tonight after what we've been through, and inducting
me. It's an honour and a privilege.
BDRHoF member Jeff Byne with presenter Geoff Stillwell. Photo courtesy of Julian Hunt for Eurodragster.com

Dave Wilson: Former Editor of Eurodragster.com Tog presented Dave Wilson's trophy and said: Dave was very supportive of
Eurodragster.com from day one and as the site’s popularity snowballed he always credited me with more foresight than I had
actually exercised. In the late 1990s, when I first knew the cheerful chap always laughing and joking with me in his pit, I couldn’t
understand his handle so I asked a fellow journalist “Why do they call him Grumpy?”. “Because “You could hear him at the other
end of the pits” was too long for a nickname” was the reply.
The citation has told you about the record of Dave and his team but I would like to share one story with you, from the days when I
did as much photography as writing. Dave asked for a copy of a particular launch shot of the Top Alcohol Dragster. Now, I’m sure
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that Julian and Willsheer and all the photographers in the room will agree with me that
it doesn’t matter how many requests you get for pictures, it always feels good. I took
the print to Grumpy’s pit and he called David to take a look. “Look at that”, he said and
I started to preen. “Those butterflies aren’t all the way open”. So I unpreened.
I have to say that it is an honour and a privilege to present you. Hopefully you and
your family and team realise just how popular you all were and are with the fans and
just how fitting we consider your induction.
Dave said: I would like to thank Tog for making this presentation, he is a man who has
contributed an enormous amount to European Drag Racing. For me it's been a long
journey. On my table tonight there are people who were with me at the beginning of
BDRHoF member Dave Wilson with former ED editor Andy ‘Tog’ Rogers. Photo courtesy of Julian Hunt for
that journey and remarkably still with me at the end. Rod George got me involved,
Eurodragster.com
taught me many things at the beginning, mostly to open my mind and find answers to problems.
It was a very big learning experience. Raymond White was there as crew in the beginning and back again after 20 years, bringing
support in from Playstation, and I also got great support from Anthony Cohen from American Car imports who unfortunately can't
be here tonight. My first experience of drag racing along with many people was the Dragfests at Blackbushe. I actually came
across Allan and his straight eight Buick at that meeting and little did I imagine that years later I'd be collecting an award with his
name on it.
There have been many people who have helped and taken part in this journey and I'm going
to name a few. Steve Martyn and Dave Fletcher, helped build the Krypton car after we made
a mess of the Stormbringer, Charlie Jarrett and Bob Vaughan who crewed on it for many
years – invaluable. Later Ricky Packham, Harry Palmer, Mike Nichols, Fred Willbanks, Andy
and Jennifer Bissett, all involved with the American Car Imports car and the FIA
Championships.
Andy and Jennifer actually took a whole year off to chase after the first FIA Championship
with me and then faithfully followed our truck for many miles and hours and hours on our
tour across the USA. They must have got really bored at the sight of the back door of that
trailer. Andy of course shared the crew chief duties with my son David during that period
and the one thing that has enabled me to complete this journey is the unwavering support of
my family.
Anne and David have been trucked around Europe to different races from when they were
BDRHoF member Dave Wilson & family with former team members. Photo courtesy of Julian Hunt for
little children. David worked on the car from a young age and Anne was always cleaning
Eurodragster.com
and polishing and helping Mum. Which brings me to my biggest asset – Linda, team mum. Without any doubt my greatest support
without which none of this would have been possible. So I want to share this honour with all of them. I also want to pay tribute to
Stu Bradbury for what he started and to the people who carry it on today. Thank you all.
Nick Davies: Fuel Altered racer Ron Hope presented Nick with his trophy and said: For the
last thirteen sessions of this meeting, I've been honoured to attend so I feel as if I know each
and every one of you and I consider you all to be great friends. You're always welcome in
Tennessee, anywhere in the US actually. As was pointed out, Rob and Nick came to the US
a few years ago and beat us all up everywhere we went, so I've reluctantly invited them back
as we'd like another shot at them. I had the great honour some years ago of inducting Rob
into the Hall of Fame and now it is truly an honour to introduce Nick Davies into the Hall of
Fame.
Nick said: About thirty years ago I parachuted way into a purple patch in British Drag Racing
in the 1990s in Super Gas with the era of such luminaries as Al O'Connor, Brian Pateman,
Terry Gibbs, Terry Gransden, Timmy Adam and Ray White. It was a real blessing and
cemented my love for the sport.
BDRHoF member Nick Davies with Ron Hope. Photo courtesy of Julian Hunt for Eurodragster.com Five years later I gave up work in what some considered to be a fairly promising career,
certainly a lucrative one, in the City and made the jump. From a financial perspective it wasn't the wisest move in the world but
there is more to life, as the older generation here will probably tell you, than purely financial stuff – it's about family, friends and
making memories, and I've made a lot of memories along the way, some of which were the first six, the first five which was this
year, first 200mph run, first 250mph – almost, we ran 400kph but not quite 250mph but I'm sure that's coming.
The first Pro Mod championship, the first time into the field at the end of the track, that became pretty dull by the fourth or fifth time.
Also with customers, the Ugly Sister's first six, the Apache's first five, all huge.
Then taking the car out to America, it was an amazing experience pulling round to the start line at Bakersfield strapped into your
own car, it was an emotional moment and winning the Hot Rod Reunion, it was just the icing on the cake. To cap it all to celebrate it
with the people that were there that came out to support us and watch the racing was truly memorable.
It is about friends and people, there's a few people I'd like to thank, firstly all the people at Santa Pod on and off the track who have
given me the platform and opportunity to make these memories. Stuart Bradbury, he did a lot of things behind the scenes before
we went to the US in 2017, to my great friend Lawrie Gatehouse who backed and helped me
unwaveringly through the time and gave me the opportunity to drive a nitro car for the first time,
to Geoff Stilwell of BUA Motorsports, thank you for giving us the opportunity to go out to
Bonneville, to go out to El Mirage this last weekend, I think the memories have not quite
finished in that book yet, to Stewart and US Automotive thanks very much indeed, to Ron for
the US Tour which wouldn't have happened if it wasn't for the logistics and support that Ron
gave us in 2017 and not just that, I suspect the Bantam would still be sitting in my garage with
an alcohol Chevy in it with mothballs and covered in dust.
To my family, Jo and the kids, I couldn't have done it without the patience and support you've
given, amazing. And lastly to my racing and business partners - Scott where would we have
been without you? You provide the engineering when Rob and I have been lagging and does
so much behind the scenes that everything seems to run smoothly at the track largely because
of you. And Rob thank you very much, 20 years and counting, I think we've got a few more to
go, it hasn't been the easiest times recently but we work towards a common goal. Everyone,
thanks very much indeed.
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BDRHoF member Ian King with presenter Kathy Taylor. Photo courtesy of Julian Hunt for Eurodragster.com

Ian King: was presented with his trophy by SPRC director and race secretary Kathy
Taylor. Ian said: I'm still kind of embarrassed because a few years ago when Stu
Bradbury contacted me and asked if I was willing to be inducted I was embarrassed to
say I was racing in the US the same weekend all the time and it was unfortunate I
couldn't do it, he said could it be presented from the outside but I really wanted to be
here because doing the remote thing doesn't work. I was lucky that two years ago I was
able to accept it and I was really looking forward to meeting Stu and it's such a sad and
poignant moment for me that Stu isn't here now, but I'd just love to say Bev, thank you
for continuing the work that Stu did and to the BDRHoF guys and girls who work hard
behind the scenes to make sure that this all works.
When I first started going to Santa Pod at their Run What Ya Brungs and seeing all the guys going up and down in their bikes and
cars I thought maybe I'd like to do that sort of thing in the future but I never believed I could actually do it. It's turned out to be the
best thing I ever did.
I've made so many lifelong friends, all my guys on the two tables we have, of course my family supports me, my long suffering wife
Debbie who's sacrificed so much and she's been the person who's enabled me to do what I want to do so thank you Debbie. My
two girls Alex and Georgina, who've grown up in drag racing, I have to say they've turned out to be such wonderful people and part
of that is the drag racing family, they've been brought up within this fantastic family of people and learned so much from everyone ,
how people should be with each other how people should treat each other, nicely and fairly, so that's the main thing I got from drag
racing, thank you for making my family what it is now.
Us racers, we're always in the front getting accolades but we can't be here without our team, and I have such a fantastic team
behind me that have been with me for so many years now, over 20 years, they've stuck with me through thick and thin actually it's
been their input that made me race, my part of this has been very small,
because you can't do anything without your team.
It's a genuine thing that I'm the guy whose sitting on the bike and it's all
about them, not about me, especially my crew chief for 20 years Michael
Beaumont, it was a bit of an accident that he became my crew chief, he
was meant to be Jon Morton's crew chief, actually I stole him, I was
going to train him but it didn't work out that way. The people behind the
scenes are the main people, the backroom staff at Santa Pod, the guys
and girls who do the tickets, the entries and everything else, I'm so
honoured that Kathy Taylor who's such a wonderful person is the person
who is presenting me as she is for me Santa Pod, when I turn up she is
the first person I see, Kathy, please don't ever give in.
I want to reflect on absent friends at this point, there's been a number of
friends of ours in the motorcycle community who've tragically left us for
various reasons. Unfortunately we have family ties between our team
and those that have gone.
Can I start with Paul Giddings, some of us used to race with Paul and I'm
very sad he's not here with us tonight, he used to come to the Santa Pod
Dinner Dance to take the mick out of me, dropping his ash into my cups when I won. We tragically lost Brian Johnson and then
Anne which is such a sad story. Then Chris Hampson, I hope no-one ever forgets Chris when I was running against him when he
tragically lost his life at SP in one of my early Top Fuel Bike rides. And then more recently Paul Willis who was obviously very
connected with our team with Jemma and Julie, he'll never be forgotten, and then more recently Barry Eastman who was a great
friend to all of us.
Finally thank you to the BDRHoF for running this fantastic event and remembering all the people that may be forgotten sometimes
like myself, I'm very blessed to be remembered in this way and I just hope your work continues and what a great event you put on
for us. Thank you everyone.
P&G Racing with presenter Santa Pod CEO Keith Bartlett. Photo courtesy of Julian Hunt for Eurodragster.com

Pelle Lindelöw and Gunnar Elmqvist: Santa Pod CEO Keith Bartlett presented Pelle and
Gunnar with their trophies and said: I've known Pelle for a very long time, I knew of Pelle's
exploits before I met Pelle and Gunnar and I really got to know Pelle very well from 1991 when
he had the Budweiser car but was also Vice President behind me as President of the
European Top Fuel Association. They were a very dedicated team, they became quite
infamous and won lots of races and were quite feared.
But what none of you know about Pelle is for all their professionalism they were quite a family
unit to the point of they were quite stubborn, most would come to the race track, would put
their awning up, would get the car ready and service it. Not P&G! The first thing that happened
was out came the barbecue, out came the coffee pots and they had coffee. You could chase
them up, you've got to be ready but coffee always came first. Between rounds – coffee. If the
engine was blown to pieces – let's have a cup of coffee. It was a Swedish tradition – and that
was P&G.
The other thing that none of you know is they were dedicated not just at the race track but in
the week. Every single Tuesday from 1981 until they retired, they met at the workshop, they
always looked at the car and decided what they think should be done on it. What do you think
was the first thing they did when they arrived? They put the coffee on! Sometimes they worked a lot, sometimes they drunk a lot of
coffee.
I travelled a lot with Pelle in the ETFA Championship I ran from 1991 to 1996. One round was in the North of Sweden at Pitea and
it was called the Midnight Sun Nationals. It doesn't get dark until midnight which is why they called it that. Again P&G Racing turned
up, they were very serious - coffee. On Sunday nights when the racing finished the Swedes became Swedes. We had others there,
German drivers, British racers, but there were Swedes, Danny Soderberg, Monica [Oberg], Pelle, Gunnar the whole team. What
would happen is that the race would finish at 10 or 11pm and then they would go back to their hotel and the Swedes would come
into their own. So when you realise that those guys over there are dedicated serious racers when you see them at 6am on Monday
morning laying on the floor of their hotel reception all drunk, you would not call them professional.
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However, they are very professional and I'm delighted that Pelle and Gunnar's wives are here. Gunnar's wife Suzanne had quite a
serious accident in 1991 and I'm delighted she's been able to come tonight, she's been handicapped ever since and I don't think
she minds me saying the Tuesday after the accident, Gunnar was very worried about Susanne but they still made the coffee!
They've been part of drag racing since 1972, they've stepped up and stepped up and supported drag racing, Pelle went on to work
for Speedgroup, he's now helping out in nostalgia racing in Sweden, and P&G are thoroughly deserved of this award.
Pelle said: "Gunnar and I had an idea how to conduct and express our feelings and thankfulness for the induction. I should start,
Gunnar should then take over and I should finish. But our strategy didn't work out as planned and all of a sudden I found myself
back at our dinner table, but with the very exciting part II of my speech unspoken. Thanks so much for a fantastic evening with
great company from all my friends in the British drag racing family that we now feel part of.
We, P&G Racing, have had a fantastic career no doubt about that.
It all started after our first visit at Santa Pod in July 1972, and I was totally blown away. [Clive] Skilton, [Dennis] Priddle and all the
others including a bunch of teams from Sweden, Lantz/Jönsson’s Plymouth, Gunne Back’s Corvette, Ryman/Larsson’s Mustang
F/C among others. We were travelling to the UK in our three Renault 4CV’s. First impression of the facility and all the cars and
crowd, it was all mind boggling. If someone had said that Gunnar and I should be owning and racing a Top Fuel dragster 10 years
later, I would never have believed that. Not in my wildest dreams.
Back at home after the UK trip we planned to build a motor for a Renault and put it in one of our Renaults. After some consideration
we realized that using a street car wouldn’t work, so we bought another 4CV and a R16 TS (Hemi) motor. First year with the car we
went to as many races as we possibly could, best E/T was 15.2 sec. Not a real threat to anyone but good learning for the future for
Gunnar and myself. In September we took a very quick decision to load the car and travel to UK to join the other Swedes and go to
the Snetterton season finale. Our Renault was placed in the Competition Altered class where we among others had Barry Sheavills
in his “Stagecoach” and several other Jag and small block motorized cars. But our 1.6-litre Renault engined car without handicap
couldn’t match any of them and we fell short in the first round of elimination. At the distribution of price money after the race we
received £3 for our efforts but were given a fiver as the treasurer thought our car was sweet. I would have preferred another
judgement, but we were happy for the two extra pounds. Could make a fortune out of this if we’d continued a couple of hundred
years more.
We realized that we reached the end of the possibilities with the little Renault, so we built a dragster with the Revell model of Tony
Nancy’s car as the role model. We looked at the picture on the box and found out how the frame was constructed and where the
brackets should be fitted. First year with a Chev 402” BB, no success but a
steeper and steeper learning curve. We bought a Chevy 454” from Anders Lantz
and suddenly we could actually beat some our competitors for the first time ever.
Best E/T that year was 9.003 and quite close to our target to run an 8 second
run. We had by then realized that our gas dragster needed to be replaced and
we were planning to build a Pro Comp dragster. Our host in the shop we spent
our Tuesdays in, Lee Anders Hasselström convinced us it was much better to go
nitro. He said: “if you are chasing sponsor money you can’t say you’re
competing in the next fastest class, that wouldn’t convince anyone”. So, we
ordered a chassis from famous racecar builders Kjellin Brothers, bought Kent
Person’s Chev 454 from his top fuel dragster. First year with that car ended with
a 6.97 run and a visit in the fields after the end of the Mantorp strip. The car was
a wreck and as the Kjellins were at the track we used the opportunity to order a
new car from them before going home that day.
This has been our story all the years Gunnar and I have worked together. Never
give up, there is sunshine after the rain and so on. We have always been
blessed with good and loyal friends/team members. Janne Carlsson joined us in ’81, Ulf “Hot Dog” Schill and Leif Hamberg after
they sold their T/F dragster in ’83, my cousin Bo Söderkvist from day one. Benjamin Wahlström (best chef in the pits) and Sören
Isaksson from early ‘90’s till the end in 2001. Thank you all so very much!
Last years we’ve lost some people that has been instrumental in our career: our supplier extra ordinaire, crew chief and very good
friend Gary Burgin, “Benji” and “Hot Dog”. All sadly missed.
At my return from the US in February 2020 I was waiting to depart at LAX when I received a mail from Stu Bradbury asking if we
could accept an induction to BDRHoF in November that year. I couldn’t believe what I was reading and had to discuss with Gunnar
if this was a kind of joke or not. We realized that it wasn’t a joke and of course we accepted the invitation and now, 49 years after
the first visit to Santa Pod we are the proud members in this exclusive “club”. Something that we both are extremely proud of.
Thank you.
Finally, what Gunnar and I have achieved had never been possible without the support and patience of our respective wives; Pia
and Suzanne, allowing us to work with the cars and go racing all these years. Heaps of thanks for everything.
John Price: Keith Bartlett presented John with his trophy and said: We all know
John very well, he's been seen as the voice of Santa Pod and I'm sure one day Colin
will also be seen as the voice of Santa Pod.
What a lot of you don't know is how much he promotes drag racing when is was
away from the sport. You know John is involved in a lot of Hot Rod shows and
airplane shows, throughout all of those shows John is always promoting and pushing
Santa Pod which I'm very proud of. He was, and is still, infatuated with the sport of
drag racing to the point at which I started to use John as a voice over on all the TV
shows we produced.
John is also very good on television, we started on the FIA shows and one round I
developed was in Hungary where we did some exhibition races. I said to John why
don't we go into Budapest and interview the ordinary public and ask them have you
heard of drag racing and do you know there's a big drag racing event on this
weekend? And we thought that was a good idea.
We chose a big tourist area and started interviewing with a cameraman there, most
said no, we haven't heard about drag racing. John is very professional, he's got to
get it right, he wants a script and if he knows what he wants to do, he does it very
BDRHoF member John Price with Santa Pod CEO Keith Bartlett
Photo courtesy of Julian Hunt for Eurodragster.com
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well. But this was outside his comfort zone, I was flipping backwards and
forwards, and these two American girls came up, they answered my question
It's not as exciting as what we're going to do', I said what's that?' and they said
We're not going to tell you, we're going now' and I said 'no, I'm coming with you'
and they jumped on to a tram, I followed and John said what's going on?' I said
I'm going with them', John said Where's the car?' I said I've got the keys and I'm
going with them'. We climbed on the tram and John was quite mortified. But on
the other hand that same event John was the ultimate professional with his
commentary and interviews.
Here tonight from John's day job in Flint Insurance is David Taylor, one of the
co-owners with his brother is here tonight. John would always like to prepare
and he would take Thursday and Friday off and want to recover on Monday, so
every meeting he would have three days off, this went on for thirty years. I want to thank you David and if John had stayed with us
I'm sure that I'll be coming to you and saying We've given you three days off!' It's well deserved.
John said: I'm only a little bit excited! It's easier being on that side, I'm quite good at dishing stuff out not quite so clever at receiving
it. Thank you for all your kind words guys, I just wanted to check a few things with you (brings out huge list). There's some people
of my age here, you may remember lots of things happened when I came to drag racing.
It was 1981, the place was, no matter what people say to me Santa Pod is exactly the same as it was 40 years ago, it isn't, it's
nothing like the place that I first went to when there were tufts of grass growing through the track - totally different now. I was
interviewed by Roy Phelps at Fibreglass Repairs. Roy was on his milling machine, and he didn't stop. He just turned to me and said
Son you want to be a commentator?'
I got the job and I really thought I'd made the big time. I was going to be the voice of Santa Pod. When I got there - whole different
ball game, this is what led to most of my early commentaries being 'Red car, blue car, going 100mph on the circuit.' Two of my
teachers were John and Liz Ledster. Well, Liz was more virulent than John, he was the strong silent type and Liz was the mouthy
one, she gave me a hard time for calling the track a circuit.
It would have been natural for everyone there to have got fed up with me and to kick me out. But for some unknown reason, here
was a South London boy who knew nothing about drag racing so we'll teach him, and so everyone took me under their wing and I
learned. This was the days when I started to say we had a playpen where Bootsie would always try to break the chains on a jet car
when it was chained up in the playpen, we had the VIP area - two London Transport buses joined back to back with a sponsor's
name on the side (B.F. Goodrich - Editor). Bob had gone across them with a blowtorch welding them, people used to go up them
and had soup!
It was just a few of them running Santa Pod, Bob Phelps, Roy Phelps, Eileen, Bootsie and a few others. Do you remember Whack
on the gate? You paid him money I remember. When I first went to Santa Pod a bit before 1981 I was DJ at Gary's Picnic. So I
turned up there in my Transit with the aircraft seats in it and all the kit in the back and this old man threw us out of the truck,
climbed all over it, looked behind the seats went in the back – Bob Phelps.
Quite extraordinary - but that was my introduction to Santa Pod, then I met Roy and got used to him, and then we had Bo and Don,
then we got this guy and from then on, it all changed. Life is so much better. The racing – I was explaining the other day to
someone who hadn't been to Santa Pod for years, It's unbelievable now, we've got Top Fuel Motorcycles running fives', I
remember being with Ian in Ultimate Street Bike going all over the country at crazy old airfields. We've got Top Fuel cars running
three seconds, your wife Susanne is here, Keith, she's done three second runs. And then we have street cars and Ford Pops
running sixes. What a sport we're in, I'm so lucky I'm part of it.
I want to say thank you to my family it's quite true, the families back you up the whole time, without them we'd be lost. You've heard
about my mate Dave who I've worked for for thirty years, really it's only about twenty days I've worked for him. Most of all my mate
Mike Knowles who's here to night, he's not been to a Hall of Fame thing before but we started DJing together in 1968.
Thanks very much to Stu and Bev, I went out to lunch with them just about two years ago, Stuart very quietly passed me an
envelope under the table, I thought, Christ, he's passing me a writ or something. It actually said 'You are invited to join the Hall of
Fame'. It was delightful but I'm sorry he's not here. I used to enjoy his company so much, especially when it was raining at the
track. In those days we'd all go in the control tower and all the crew would be in there smoking fags and talking about who had the
biggest…well you know the story, but I'd like to say thank you to the BDRHoF it was totally unexpected thank you to all the people
who I worked with and who I've worked for. I can honestly say I've had a great life!' Thank you very much!
Lesley concluded this year’s formalities with thanks to everyone who has made this possible – sponsors US Automotive, Santa
Pod Raceway, Santa Pod Racers Club and National Street Rod Association with sponsors Atlantic Fluid Tech, BUA Motorsport,
Chair Office, Custom Car, Don Garlits Museum of Drag Racing, Eurodragster.com, Jeff Bull Performance Engines, 55+Equity
Release, Institute of Professional Drivers, IRH Assessors Ltd, Julian Hunt Drag Racing Photography, Paul Whitehouse Art,
Shakespeare County Relics, Straightliners, VP Racing Fuels, AMH Air Conditioning and Matthew Dowdy Racing.
Lesley also thanked the Directors, Advisers and Selectors of the BDRHoF for all their hard work, in particular Robin Jackson and
Bev Bradbury for their guidance and support. Also mentioned were Master of Ceremonies Paul 'Oz' Wright, Jordan Payne, Andy
Wheeler and AMP Audio for their help with the event.

The Tombola in aid of raising funds for the BDRHOF Benevolent fund raised £1200 and thanks go to Eurodragster.com editor
Simon Groves and his wife Ros, assisted by Phil Cottingham and his wife Angie with Graham Beckwith and his wife Carolynne.
We thank Julian Hunt for supplying HoFTalk with pictures from the evening which you can see by clicking on the
Eurodragster.com/news/features/2021 link or going to the Eurodragster.com/news/features_and_interviews sponsored by Lucas
Oil.
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Stu inducted into IDRHoF
With thanks to BDRHoF Gala compareTony Thacker for the photos and streaming
produced by Masters Entertainment and presented by Competition Plus TV, we were able
to see the induction of Stu Bradbury into the International Drag Racing Hall of Fame.

The ceremony which took place at the at the Hilton University of Florida Conference Center, Gainesville Florida, was introduced by
NHRA announcer and WFO podcaster Joe Castello, with BDRHoF member Don 'Big Daddy' Garlits giving a filmed profile of each
inductee. The citation for Stu was read out by British Drag Racing Hall of fame director Robin Jackson and the trophy presented
by Ron Hope to Stu's widow Bev Bradbury.
Robin (right) said "To date just four individuals have been honoured with membership of both
British and International Drag Racing Halls of Fame. Sydney Allard, known as the father of
British Drag Racing, who worked with Wally Parks to bring some of America's leading stars to
race in England in 1964 and 1965; Carl Olson, founding president of the FIA Drag Racing
Commission; Don Garlits, the biggest star on that tour to England in 1964 who I believe has
enjoyed further success in drag racing since then; Dennis Priddle, British Top Fuel and Funny
Car pioneer of the 1970s and 1980s. Now there is a fifth: Stuart Bradbury.
"Stu to everyone who knew and loved him, served as chief starter at Santa Pod Raceway from
the late 1960s to the late 1980s, was involved in another track for a short while after that and in
2005 became the founding chairman of the British Drag Racing Hall of Fame, a role he
maintained until his death in 2020 following an intense, brave ten year battle with cancer.
"In that time, and never letting his illness distract him, he played genial host to many legendary American figures, who joined us at
our annual Hall of Fame banquets to help us celebrate our British version of the sport. Big Daddy was the first, Waterbed Fred,
Dale Emery, Bruce Larson, Bob Muravez and Floyd Lippencotte Jnr (now there's a conincidence). Don Schumacher, Connie
Kalitta, Ed 'The Ace', Steve Gibbs, Isky, Eileen Daniels, Harry Hibler, Roland Leong, Marvin Graham, Dan Richins, Clay Millican,
Doug Herbert, Tom Hoover, Rich Guasco, Gentleman Joe Schubeck are just some of those who followed.
"Stu became a drag racing nut by accident. One day in the mid 60s he went along to play drums in beat combo booked to liven up
a garden fete in the grounds of an English stately home. There he came across a small band of car enthusiasts showing off their
American style hot rods, a quite un-British sight at such a time and in such surroundings. Intrigued, he chatted with the group, an
innocent first step into a realm which would come to dominate the rest of his life.
From that contact Stu was introduced to the business group working to transform an airfield, located by
pure chance just ten miles from his home town, to Europe's first permanent drag strip. Santa Pod
Raceway opened in 1966 and young Stu was handed the job of crowd controller, then in 1967 deputy
starter, then in 1968 chief starter.
"Over the next 20 years he started anyone and everyone who came to race at the track, from
occasional weekend warriors to stars of the sport from both sides of the Atlantic, and sometimes
beyond. When Don Schumacher and Paula Murphy brought the first full tilt American funny cars to
Santa Pod in 1973 it was Stu's startline from which they launched. When Big Daddy packed the place
out in 1976 and 1977 it was Stu who flicked the switch. Beadle, Snake, Hoover, Segrini, Harlan
Thompson, Darryl Gwynn all took the green light from him. He once shut off Tony Nancy and stood his
ground when the furious Nancy burst out of the cockpit to debate the matter. On an NHRA visit one
year, he manned the startline alongside Buster Couch, an experience he was proud to remember. The
drag racing connection also came into play in Stu's day job; he spent most of his working life as a sales
specialist for two leading importers of American car parts into Britain; first John Woolfe Racing then US
Automotive.
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"To walk the pits with Stu in later years was an exercise in slow-motion standing around, because everyone who saw him wanted
to stop and talk about old times, new times. So many people, so many conversations. 'Who was that' you'd ask. 'I've no idea', he
would often say. 'Face rang a bell, but I really can't remember.' But they all remembered him. Stu was inducted into his own British
Hall of Fame in 2017 by an act of subterfuge contravening the iron clad rule he had imposed banning anyone involved in
management being eligible for membership. The directors, members and international ambassadors secretly decided to change
the rule in this single, so-deserving case. And we sprang it on him one afternoon in the middle of a race. I announced the
presentation myself: 'Stuart Bradbury, whether you like it or not, you are now a member of the British Drag Racing Hall of Fame.'
First, shock and surprise. Then Stu accepted it with good grace. But I don't think he was ever truly convinced that he merited it. But
if he'd ever imagined that one day he'd be inducted into the International Drag Racing Hall of Fame, he would have been thrilled,
tickled pink, well chuffed, properly made up as we sometimes say.
It's so sad that Stu can't be here to partake of the moment himself, but if he's looking down now, he'll be pleased to see his wife
Bev, daughter Genna, and Genna's fiance James, make their way up to the stage to accept his
membership.
Making the presentation was a great friend of Stu's, of the BDRHoF and of the British drag racing
scene, Mr Rat Trap, Ron Hope (left). Ron said "I first met Stu in 2002 while he was at US
Automotive, he had left Santa Pod by that time, and was working there supplying parts for vintage
American cars. We struck up a friendship which lasted for many years. He was a great historian on
the British drag racing scene and did a fantastic job of bringing together the British Drag Racing Hall
of Fame. I was honoured a few years ago with being named an international ambassador for the
BDRHoF and was pleased with that.
I was invited to the first BDRHoF gala at the Saville Court Hotel many years ago and have attended
every one of their Hall of Fame dinners ever since. There are many experiences and thoughts I
could offer regarding Stuart Bradbury but in the interests of time I must defer to the presentation for which we are gathered tonight.
As with all great men, they are supported by equally great women. To accept his nomination and award for the IDRHoF is his lovely
wife Bev.
Bev (right) said "To say that we are overwhelmed to be here to accept this award for Stu is
an understatement. We were completely bowled over when informed by, yours truly, Big
Daddy that Stu was going to be inducted into your hall of fame which is a great accolade and
thank you so much. We are just so sad that he is not here to accept it. He would have been
so very proud and honoured. Stu forged a great relationship between our Hall of Fame and
yours, when inducting Big Daddy into ours in 2014. and we have very fond memories of you
coming to the UK to attend our induction gala in 2014 and also when you came over for
Goodwood in 2015.
Stu, Genna and I also had the pleasure of coming over to Florida in March 2015 to attend
your gala presentations and go to the Gatornationals. It was an amazing trip and great
memories. I really don't know what else to say in fear of my emotions running away but thank
you, thank you, thank you from the bottom of our hearts and also from all of his friends and
associates in the UK.

You can see the whole International Drag Racing Hall of Fame induction ceremony at https://youtu.be/Jq9d77L1Zag.
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Sixteen years ago Easter 2006 was the thirtieth anniversary of the 1976 Spring
Nationals. The meeting was Santa Pod Raceway’s biggest attendance up to that
point, with a reported 50,000 crowd figure during the weekend. The highlight of the
meeting was the eight-car Top Fuel Dragster elimination, during which Peter Crane
beat the then reigning NHRA Top Fuel champion ‘Big Daddy’ Don Garlits and in the
process ran the first five-second time outside the USA. To mark the anniversary in
one of his first assignments for Europe’s leading news web site Eurodragster.com,
Simon Groves spoke to Peter Crane at his home in East Sussex in early 2006. So it’s
with Eurodragster.com’s kind permission that we are able to revisit Peter’s interview
and republish some of his photographic material.
Eurodragster: What did you do for speed in the early days?
Peter Crane: I was involved with bikes initially. I had a street Triumph 500 that I ran in sprint
events and teamed up with Bill Bragg who ran sprint bikes named Yellow Peril and Silver
Peril. We raced these machines at Duxford and Ramsgate in the early 1960s. Yellow Peril
actually turned up in 2005 in Slough and it has now been restored. Bill helped me install
Dell'Orto carbs on my Triumph, but as the manifold he came up with fouled the distributor, I
had to rework the distributor. This knowledge came in useful later. Bill used to run his bikes
on nitro, which I think was banned, and once had a fearsome blow-up with Bill aboard. He
wore extra protection after that.

Pete with his 500cc Triumph.

Eurodragster.com: What was your first experience of drag racing?
Peter Crane: I emigrated in 1965 to work for Carroll Shelby, who was developing the Shelby
Cobra at the time. I went to Lions Drag Strip, which was local to Shelby's workshop in
California. I was really impressed by the cars I saw there, particularly the Stone Woods &
Cook Willys, Pure Hell, and most of all Flaming Frank Pedregon. Whilst most cars smoked
their tyres right through to the finish, after he launched the smoke turned into flames, which I
believe was his speed secret.

Eurodragster.com: When did you return to England and first get involved at Santa Pod?
Peter Crane: I returned at the end of 1965 for family reasons. I ran at Santa Pod in 1966 in a supercharged Ford Cortina. At this
stage I was working for Alan Allard in Putney and was looking to open my own
business along similar lines. However when I saw my solicitor he said he was
winding up a Lucas wholesaling business in Bromley, which I ended up buying
and working in for some considerable time. Coincidentally, this was just around
the corner from Fibreglass Repairs.
Eurodragster.com: How did you acquire the constituents of what became
Devon Cream?
Peter Crane: The donor car was a Pontiac Firebird that I acquired through
Ronnie Picardo whom I have kept in touch with over the years. I also acquired
the 1948 Austin A40 two-door, which was the body and chassis and then sold
Pete’s first street rod ‘Devon Cream’.
the project to Cliff Jones. I ran out of time to finish the project off as I got
involved with wholesaling AA Touring Kits, which were for hire for overseas touring holidays. Only last week I visited a Len Beech
who bought my Austin A40 from Cliff Jones over thirty years ago. I traced the car via the Rod clubs on the net. Len has owned it all
that time, has put many miles on it and has won loads of trophies with it. He is shortly going to restore it back to show condition. I
cannot tell you how weird this is - first Yellow Peril and now the A40!
Eurodragster.com: ...And Eazy Ridin'?
Peter Crane: I happened to be living in West Wickham near to Tony Dickson who originated the Pro Stock class and Ray
Edmonson, my long-time mate, and I through Peter Billinton made contact
with Don Garlits, who sourced the car for us from the US. We bought it in
original NHRA-legal form but later uprated it with a roller cam and Crower
fuel injection. With these parts the noise it produced was absolutely evil!
The paint job on it was fantastic, very original with a whole host of colours
and application of oxyacetylene smoke to create a very striking effect.
It broke almost everything in it. We ran it in 1973 and early 1974 to a best
of 10.6. However, the advent of the Boston and Brooklyn Heavy cars with
their state-of-the-art specs and Lenco transmission made all the other
cars in the class uncompetitive and we wanted to be competitive so I sold
it.
Eurodragster.com: What happened to it?
Peter Crane: I sold Eazy Ridin' to a racer called Mustapha Errol. He still
owes me the money for it! It became more of a show car than a race car. I
don't know what's become of him or the car.
One of British Pro Stock elite; Eazy Ridin.
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Eurodragster.com: How did you get involved with Fuel cars?
Peter Crane: I had an offer from Bob and Roy Phelps to move
up to Top Fuel. The deal was that I bought the car and they
supplied the motor. They sourced a car through Ed Pink from
Cannon & Soares, which was repainted and renamed
Stormbringer for its debut after it was imported, with an Ed Pink
motor on board and direct drive.
After buying the car, I drove Firefly to obtain a competition
licence. It was a nightmare to drive, just didn't want to go
straight and was always pulling to the left. Worse still, I couldn't
see where I was going because of the height of the injector hat.
The evil handling Pro Fuel dragster Firefly
How could Bootsie drive the car with confidence when he was
shorter than me? I got my license despite the experience with Firefly. It's just as well we bought Stormbringer before Firefly,
otherwise I might not have gone ahead with it. In the event, Firefly and Stormbringer were like chalk and cheese - Stormbringer
was like driving a Rolls Royce.I'm still in touch with Brent Cannon and he still runs a Methanol Dragster in the US.
Eurodragster.com: How did Stormbringer do on its debut?
Peter Crane: The car's best in the US had been a 6.21. On its debut at Santa Pod in late 1974, I ran a 6.20 off the trailer, although
I must admit this was after rolling through the lights, and so the time was not representative. Roy Phelps then decided to adjust the
clutch, which unfortunately resulted in the car running slower during much of 1975, although we did improve to a 6.18 at the
Whitsun Big Go meeting.
After we imported Stormbringer, Roy Phelps built a number of other cars based on its design over the next few years. These were
Asphalt Alleygator (Allan Herridge), Highway Patrol (Ronnie Picardo), Maneater (Roz Prior) and the Blonde Bombshell rocket
dragster for Barry Bowles. Bob and Roy Phelps put a lot of money into the cars and teams to develop the top echelons of the sport.
Eurodragster.com: What of the safety of the car?
Peter Crane: I believe safety is paramount and careful preparation vital.
I always packed my chute, fitted the wheels to the car and installed the shut-off mechanism. It's also important to get the right
signals from the crew, say if anything goes wrong with the chute mounting during the burnout. Even when I had the car over on two
wheels once, I never lost control.
Pete’s Corvette 5 BYU.

Eurodragster.com: Did you feel destined to run the first five?
Peter Crane: Absolutely. After all, I had bought a Corvette Stingray well before the
Easter 1976 meeting and its number plate happened to be 5 BYU! I understand from
searching the DVLA register that the car is still running, and it would be cool to buy back
the plate. Also, my birthday is on 5th May. The Five was definitely mine, no question!

Eurodragster.com: How proud are you of the five-second pass?
Peter Crane: Easter 1976 was a really big meeting, and there were eight
Top Fuel Dragsters qualified. That didn't happen again for a long, long time. We qualified
on the pole with a 6.21 reverting to the original clutch setting and then relied on minor
tuning for the remainder of the event.
The big thing about the run was that it was made in beating the world's number one Top Fuel driver and I was the first person
anywhere outside of North America to have run a five. Add to this the fact that we backed it up on the following run with a 6.03, and
you have history made. On the back of that performance, I was invited to the US in 1977 to run the Winston NHRA championship,
but decided it was a step too far - I would have had to buy my own motor as the one in the car was the property of the Phelps
family and they needed it for the UK. In addition I had business commitments over in the UK and didn't want to neglect those. Clive
Skilton went over and made a success of it...
Don Garlits had major mechanical problems at the event. We were told he had damp in the magneto - if this was true, why didn't he
just borrow one from another team? We never really found out what was wrong. Anyway, I ran as hard as I could in the first round
of eliminations, not knowing during the run that Garlits had problems. The actual ET was 5.966 recurring which was rounded up to
5.97 for the record. Antony Billinton used to have a photo of the clocks.
Whilst I backed up the five in the semi-final, Clive Skilton beat me with a holeshot. What most people don't know is that I had
tremendous tyre shake on that run and broke the windshield and mirrors on the car but also cracked the chassis near the front
engine mountings. If we had won, we would have had to withdraw from the final round as we didn't have time to weld the chassis.
Clive was really up for it though; he even had to borrow Revolution III back from Trevor Young to enter the event.
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Eurodragster.com: The stories about the gate takings being stolen...
Peter Crane: I had a call from Roy a few days after the meeting asking whether I had been visited by the police. He told me they
had been round to his home and taken it apart! I eventually heard that the police tracked the gang responsible down to the Channel
Islands but the victims were unwilling to enter into a deal with them to reimburse a portion of the funds in return for not pressing
charges, and none of the money was seen again. It's such a dramatic story, they really should make a film of it - it's got all the right
ingredients!
Eurodragster.com: What happened to you when Garlits returned the following year?
Peter Crane: After Easter 1976, I came under pressure to let others use some of the trick parts on the Ed Pink motor. I first lost the
Stage 2 ally heads to another team and later lost other parts culminating in having an uncompetitive motor. This was part of using a
borrowed motor, but it got pretty frustrating. In 1977, Garlits came back. Stormbringer was not so competitive now, and I ended up
breaking the diff in eliminations. Roz Prior in the Maneater car substituted for me and raced Garlits. He didn't run a five at the
meeting, running low sixes but not knocking on the door (6.17/232 - Ed). In the final he defeated Roz, who didn't have the power.
Publicity shot of Pete with the Hustler.

A repainted Stormbringer

The Hustler Chevy Vega nitro Funny Car.

Eurodragster.com: What happened to Stormbringer after that?
Peter Crane: I ran it during the rest of 1977 and brought it out again in 1978. However, by then I was headed towards running
other nitro cars. Stormbringer was rebuilt as a Pro Comp rail called Krypton and debuted at Easter 1980. However, Dave Wilson
crashed and wrote it off early in its new class and when the Krypton car reappeared; it had a new chassis, one that was run for
over twenty five years.
Eurodragster.com: What other nitro cars did you run?
Peter Crane: The next deal I made was to support Dave Lee Travis in The Needle in 1980 as crew and mentor. In the end he ran
pretty well, netting low sevens at 220+ mph. The car was specially built for him and was bigger than it needed to be, even for DLT.
When I drove it in August 1979, I needed cushions to be comfortable enough to drive it.
The other part of this deal was the Hustler Funny Car. We ran this between 1979 and 1980 with essentially the same team as
Stormbringer. The body on this was the old Gladiator Vega, which had first been imported by SPR in 1975 from Leroy Chadderton.
By 1979, it had become quite battle-scarred, including having been rolled by Bootsie. The body repair work undergone made it so
heavy that whereas most Funny Car bodies could be picked up by one person, the Hustler could only be lifted by two people. It
was painted in bright yellow and Frank, the signwriter from FGR, wrote Yellow Peril as a
The Hustler crew.
reference to the old motorcycle days with Bill Bragg. The motor for the Hustler was
cobbled together from parts that were going and as a result did not have the power
needed to be competitive. It was also unreliable from the start. I had a small fire resulting
from cracked heads and set the fire extinguishers off, but was castigated for doing so.
When I did receive more power, the reverser broke. The crunch point came at the 1980
World Finals when I asked for an improvement in power but received none and
consequently failed to qualify. After that meeting I had become so disillusioned I quit there
and then, because I felt we had taken a step back to Eazy Ridin'. A lot of the problems I
faced in my time racing were down to money. If there was a small crowd, we were
discouraged from running too hard and hurting parts. I also disagreed with putting
investment into the 'show' aspect of the sport with demonstration cars, jets and the like,
which I believe conflicted with the development of the racing.
Eurodragster.com: How often have you returned to the races since you stopped being a racer?
Peter Crane: I appeared at the 20th and 25th anniversaries of the 1976 meeting and plan to attend the 40th Birthday celebrations
at Easter. Other than this I have crept back every five years or so to see how things are developing. The quality of entries is far
better now than all those years ago, and many of them deserve better sponsorship. The venue is much nicer too and driver safety
is now much higher on the priority list - the original barriers were there to protect the crowd rather than the racers.
Eurodragster.com: Have you ever wanted to run a car again?
Peter Crane: I had a desire to be the first into the fours in Europe. It would have been incredibly expensive though. All Top Fuel
teams now run artics and the equipment is much more sophisticated. At the end of the day I am proud of my achievement forty five
years ago.
Eurodragster.com: We wish you all the very best for the future and thanks for your time and some great memories.
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About the Hall of Fame
British Drag Racing Hall of Fame Limited is a company limited by guarantee and registered in England and Wales
under no. 10387951 and whose registered office is 227 Cassiobury Drive, Watford WD17 3AN

Directors: Beverly Bradbury, Jeremy Cookson, Robin Jackson, Lesley Wright.
The British Drag Racing Hall of Fame was established in 2006 to recognise significant contributions and achievements in
the sport of Drag Racing in Britain. The Panel of Selectors consists of club and track officials, promoters, former racers,
journalists and enthusiasts, all long associated with the sport. The Panel convenes annually to nominate candidates for
induction into the Hall of Fame. Nominees are inducted at a Gala Dinner usually held in November, but in special
circumstances may be inducted at race events or on other occasions if deemed appropriate. Inductees receive a
commemorative trophy known as a ‘Bootsie’ – a crystal tablet containing an image of the late Allan ‘Bootsie’ Herridge, a
racer and engineer of great distinction from the sport’s earliest days – and an exclusive gold, enamelled membership badge.
Eligibility for induction into the British Drag Racing Hall of Fame is extended to any individual or group of individuals who
have driven, ridden, owned, designed, built, maintained, prepared, promoted, officiated, supported or taken part in any
capacity connected with British Drag Racing, and to organisations which have played a notable and distinguished role in
the sport. Inductees shall have been retired from the sport for at least three years or have been engaged at the highest
level for at least 20 years, or otherwise be recognised for their significant contribution. Inductees are characterised by
mastery of their particular fields and by the courage to innovate.

British Drag Racing Hall of Fame Selection Panel
Lesley Wright – Honorary Chair. Former Secretary: Santa Pod Racers Club
Graham Beckwith - Former commentator and event MC, Santa Pod Raceway & York Dragway
Jeremy Cookson - Former Marketing Manager, Shakespeare County Raceway. Editor: HOFtalk
Phil Cottingham - Spectator Representative. Former Marketing Manager: Carter Motorsport
Philip Evans - Member: FIA Drag Racing Commission, Chair: Motorsport UK Speed Events Committee
Robin Jackson - PR: Motorsport UK British Drag Racing Championship. Media rep: Santa Pod Raceway
Keith Bartlett – CEO: Santa Pod Raceway, Chair: Drag Racing Europe AB
Keith Lee - Author, photojournalist, historical consultant. Former commentator: Santa Pod Raceway
Ian Marshall – Secretary: Santa Pod Racers Club, Chief Starter: Santa Pod Raceway
Ian Messenger – Former Dragbike Racer, BDRHoF website administrator
Darren Prentice – Track & Race Operations Manager: Santa Pod Raceway. International Race Director
Frank Brachtvogel - Respected Crew Chief & Former Dragbike Racer

BDRHoF Management & Advisory Group
Lesley Wright - Honorary Chair
Jeremy Cookson - Membership Liaison
Phil Cottingham - Events Co-ordination
Philip Evans - Special Motorsport Liaison
Robin Jackson - Media/Public Relations
Bev Bradbury - General Secretary/Treasurer
Simon Groves - Company Secretary
Andy Wheeler - Gala Audio & Visual
Nigel Payne - Transport Liaison
Julian Parsons - Technical Services
Tony Thacker - Gala Compere & Script
Jordan Payne - Gala logistics
Colin Theobald - Sponsorship

British Drag Racing Hall of Fame Supporters
The British Drag Racing Hall of Fame is sponsored by many businesses, individuals and associations.
Without this support it could not exist. We thank all of them for helping us to celebrate our pioneers in some style.

BDRHoF Honorary International Ambassadors
Ron Hope, Traci Hrudka, Fred Miller, Bob Muravez, Sharon Muravez, Carl Olson & Donna Garlits
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Nick Pettitt - Historical Consultant
Keith Lee Images
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Simon Groves
Andy Rogers (Tog)
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Steve Trice
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BDRHOF Benevolent Fund
Caring For The Drag Racing Community
The BDRHoF Benevolent Fund was established by the British Drag Racing Hall of Fame and registered with the Charities
Commission in 2016 to create a professional fund-raising platform to support injured racers and the Air Ambulances that
support Britain’s Drag Racing tracks. During 2019, the Benevolent Fund made a donation of a patient-monitor device to
Santa Pod Raceway’s medical services team, and in previous years there were grants to the charities that operate the Air
Ambulances that serve Santa Pod Raceway and York Raceway. The BDRHoF Benevolent Fund charity registration
number is 1167197. It is run for drag racing by trustees who have had many years’ experience in the sport. They are:
Simon Groves, Robin Jackson, Ian Messenger, Ian Marshall, Graham Beckwith and Phil Cottingham. They would like to
thank all those who have contributed during the year.

Contacts
Main Office - British Drag Racing Hall of Fame, Adelaide Cottage, 39 Hatton Park Road, Wellingborough,
Northants, NN8 5AT, United Kingdom Telephone 0044 1 933 297102; Website: www.britishdragracinghof.co.uk
General enquiries:
lesley@britishdragracinghof.co.uk
Press & Public Relations enquiries:
robin@britishdragracinghof.co.uk
HOFTalk enquiries:
jerry@britishdragracinghof.co.uk

Sponsors
The BDRHoF could not exist without the support of its sponsors. Three levels of sponsorship are available Primary, Partner and Supported by. If your company would like to join these supporters please contact
lesley@britishdragracinghof.co.uk.

BDRHoF member Clive Skilton lays some rubber across the start line at Swindon’s Wroughton Airfield drag strip; one of the National Drag
Racing Club’s successful on-tour race tracks in 1975. At the time Clive was competing with one of the most popular European bodied
nitro Funny Cars; the Vauxhall/Castrol sponsored VX4/90 Funny Car. Photo courtesy of Dick Parnham.
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